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FWJR COMPVIXR PRCWUMS USING _ ‘S TSIRD FORMULA

TO NUMERICALLYSOLVE IAPLACE‘S EQUATION IN

INmxmmOus MEDSA

by

John K. Hayes

AwrRAcT

This report serves as e user’s manual and explains the
theory behind four coquter programa that can be used to nu-
merically solve Lsplacefs equation. Lsplacels equation in
two dimensions and in three dimensionswith axial symmetry la
discussed. The numerical solution of both problems in inhourl-
geneous media is considered. A brief outline of applications
to Poisson’s equation is given,

9-
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1. INTRODUCTION

ThLs report discusses four computerprograms:

(i) LAPLACE solves the mixed boundary value

probleme for Laplece’s equation In tvo dimensions.

(ii) LAPLARS solves the seineproblema In axially

symmetric three-dimensionalregione.

(iii) LAPIDDC solves the mixed bounderyvelue

problem for Laplace’s equation in inhonmgeneousmedia

in two dimensions.

(iv) LAPKJRS solves the mixed boundary value

problem for Laplace’s equation in inhomgeneous media

in axially symmetricthree-diunsional regions.

The programs are called progrem (i), program (ii),

and so forth. These programs are written in FQRTRAN

and are presently used on the CKk266cXI. Programs

(111) and(iv) can be usedto solve elmst anyprob-

lems that can be solved with program (i) and (ii).

However, programs (i) and (ii) are slightly faster,

slightly easier to u6e, and much simpler as far as

programming logic is concerned. All four programs

use the same method to obtain a solution,have mdre

or less the same input and output, and have the same

structure. Because the programa are so similar, we

emphasizethe x-y plane with the understandingthat

the axially symmetricproblems can be handled simi-

larly.

The method used to obtain a numerical solution

Is different from that of ucmt programs used to

solve Laplace’s equation, and makes the use of the

program different. Suppose we want to find a numer-

ical approximationto a solution of Laplece’s equa-

tion in a two-dimensionalregion, G, with boundary

s. For simplicity,assume that the region is e

homogeneous medium. LAPILACEuses the fundamental

formula

to approximatethe desired solution, u, in G. See

Sternberg and Smith,l p. 71. For this problem, ei-

ther u or 3u/3V is known at every point of the bound-

ary, s. The problem is to find u where &@3v is

known, and 3u/W where u i6 known. The velues of u

and @3v thst are sought are called the unknown

boundary values. To approximatethe unknown boundary

values, we use a correspondingform of Eq. (1) for

the boundary. Once the unknown boundary values have

been computed, the solution or any of ita derivative;

can be approximatedby using Eq. (l). Thus the use

of 1.APL4CEis a two-step process:



1. Approximationof unknown boundary values,

and

2. Approximationof the solution or its deriv-

atives at desired points in G.

The program LAPIDDC also uses Eq. (1) to obtain a nu-

merical solution. LAPLARS and LA.PIDRSuse the ansa-

log of Eq. (1) for the axially symmetric case.

II. GENERAL HiOBIEM

In this section we detail the mxt general prob-

lem that can be handled by each of the four programs.

More general problems can be solved, but they must

be reducible to the form given here.

A. General Problem for I.APLACE

Consider a two-dimensionalregion, G, in the

X-Y plane with boundary S. Suppose we wish to solve

for u(x,y), satisfying

U=f on S
D’

and
au
z==

on S
N“

Here SD U~= S, which is the boundary of G, and

SD n SN is, at most, a finite number of points (for

example, corners of S). SN or SD can be empty. We

assume that S has a parametric representation([x(t),

y(t)] ! te(O,d)) with respect to arc length. Here d

is the length of S. Moreover, we assume that both

x(t) and y(t) are piecewlse snmoth. The region G may

be finite or infinite,but LAPLACE aasumes that the

boundary S is finite In length. The method can be

extended to include infinitely long boundaries. l?i-

nally, Eq. (1) 1s not true, in general, for infinite

regions G unleaa u(x,y) + O as (x)y) -.m. For the

other three programs (LAPLARS,LAPLDDC, and I@LDRS),

the assumptionsconcerning the parametric represen-

tation and infinite regions must also be true.

B. General Problem for I.APLARS

Essentially the same problems that can be solved

with IAPLACE can be solved with L4PIARS. Using axial

symmetry, we shall assunm that the problem has been

reduced from a problem in (z,r,@) coordinate to a

problem in (z,r) coordlnatea. Thus, only the z-r

plane need be considered. Moreover, using the symme-

try again, the problem till be restricted to the up-

per half-plane ((z,r)lr 20). Note thet, in all di-

agrams that follow, the z-axis correspond to what is

normally the x-axis, and the r-exia correspondsto

the y-axis. NOW let G be a connected region in the

uPPer half Of the z-r plane, and let S be the bound-

ary ofG. Suppose we wish to solve for u(z,r) sat-

isfying

a%+1 au +&=o lnG ,
ar2

;% az2

u=? on S
D’

and
auxi=g onS.

N

Here SD U+% = S n {(z,r)lr~ 0], and SD flSN is, at

nwat, a finite number of points. Notice that SD and

SN do not contain parts of the z-axis. Because of

the axial symmetry, the condition au/h = -(h/&) = O

must always be satisfied on the z-axis.

c. General Problems for LAPI.DDC

The physical problems that can be treated by

LAPIDEC are given inRef. 2, p. 391. For instance,

one might have an electrostaticproblem involving two

or nmre different materials. The materials might be

conductors,or might have different dielectric con-

stants. Another possibility is a magnetic field prob-

lemwith materials of differentpermeability. Now

consider the general problem. In what follows, the

choice of two U’S la for ease of explanationonly.

Let G be a connected region in the x-y plane.

Suppose that G1 and G2 are connected subregions such

that G. G1 U G2, and G1 n G2 is empty. Let S1 be

the boundary of G1 and S2 be the boundary of G2. De-

fine C = S1 (_IS2 to be the boundary cotmmn to G1 and

‘2“ See Fig. 1. Let 01 be associatedwith Gl, and

a2 with G2. Define @nl to be the exterior normal

derivative on S1 n C, that is, exterior to Gl, and

define a/3n2 to be the exterior normal derivative

on S2 flC, that 1s, exterior to G2. At every point

oft, a/anl= -(a/an2). Finally, let SDand SNbe

such that S-C. SN USD, and S ~ SN is, at umt, a
D

finite number of polnta. The problem Is to find

u(x,Y), defined on G end S= S~ US2, such that

&+a2u o—.
ax2 ay2

inG-C ,

U=f on S
D’

au
FI=g

on S
N’

;
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llmu(x,y) . limu(x,y)

(X,y) - (Xo,yo) (X,y)+ (Xo,yo)

(X, Y)EO1 (X,Y)CG2

for each point (xo,yo)eC,and

au(xO,yo) au(xo,yo)

‘1 ml s -02 %-12
for each point (X0,YO)6C.

When, G1 for instance, Is empty, this problem reduces

to the general problem 6tated for L4PL4cE. If the

stated problem were electrostatic,the ala would

correspondto the dielectric constants of the varL-

ous materiels. The boundary conditionson C are

called the matching boundary condltiona.

Fig, 1. Possible configurationfor G.

D. General Problem-forLAPLDRS

The general problem for LAPIIIRSis the same as

that for I.APLDDC,except that G must lie in the up-

per half of the z-r plsne, and the partial.differ-

ential equation correspondsto the axially symmetric

case.

III. INPUT

In this section we discuss the Input for the

four programs. The input Is slightly different from

that given by Hayea,3 but It is al!mst exactly the

same for the four programs consideredhere. Assum-

ing a compatibleproblem, the same input will wcmk

for each of the four programs. For programs (i) and

(ii) there are two allowableboundary conditions:

the Dirichlet boundary condition, i.e., u given, or

the Neumann boundary condition, i.e., t@n given.

For problems in which only the Neumann condition is

given, the solution to the general problem la unique

only up to en additive constant. To make the solution

to the interiorNeumann problem unique, the approxl-

1
mete solution UA is made to satisfy Au ds = 0, for

programs (i) and (iii), and

1uArdS.O ,

for the axially symmetricprograms. For exterior

problems, we assume that U(V,W) + O es (v,w) + ‘.

This assumption makes the exteriorNeumann problem

uniquely solvable. However, using programs (i) and

(iii), arbitrary Dirichlet boundary conditions cannot

be imposed for the exterior problem because of this

assumption.

To uae the programs in nonhoswgeneousmedia, we

have enother possible boundary condition, called a

=tching boundary condition. On the common boundary,

the solution,u, must be continuous and the normal

derivative must satisfy given jump conditions.

A. Soundery Description

Two different typea of boundaries can be given as

input,. The first is celled the regular boundary to

distinguish it from the second. The regular boundary

includes all of the common boundary and SN. It also

may contain all or part of SD. The regular boundary

must always be a finite number of closed curves.

For programs (ii) and (iv), a closed curve can also

be a curve beginning and ending on the z-axis. For

instance, see Fig. 4. Moreover, boundary values giv-

en on the regular boundary alwaye refer to one side

of the boundary. For instance, the boundary value

problem might be the interior of a circle or the ex-

terior of a square.

For some other boundaries it ia convenient nnd

even desirable to asaume that the region enclosed by

a portion of the boundary is infinitelythin. For

instance, in electrostatics,if one is setting the

potential on a piece of foil, it is not unreasonable

to assume that the foil is infinitelythin, if its

actual thickness is very small compared to its other

dimensions.

The second type of boundary encloses a region

that is assumed to be infinitelythin, and is, there-

fore, called a thin-plateboundary. The values of

the potential are assumed to be gtven on both sides

of a thin-plateboundary. Moreover, the potential is

3



assumed to be the same on both sides. For this rea-

son, thin plates nmst not form a closed curve. Thin

plates can be used only with the Dirichlet boundary

conditions.

1. Simplified Soundery Data. The boundary and

boundary values can be given as input in two differ-

ent ways. We will discuss the tmre general method

later. For the simpler method, the boundary S is

approximatedby line segments, circular arcs, and

complete circles. The boundary values are assumed

to be constant on each section of the boundary, S.

This type of input la satisfactoryfor mat physi-

cal problems. A line segm?nt is described by its

two end points. The two end points and any interior

point ere used to describe a circular arc. For a

complete circle, one must give the coordinatesof

the center of the circle, the radiua of the circle,

and the orientation. The orientationdetermines

whether G is interior or exterior to the circle.

A +1 denotes a positive orientation in which Caae

G Is Interior to the circle, and -1 danotes a nega-

tive orientation,in which case G is exterior to the

circle.

The orientationof the other boundary sections

is implicit in the input. The region G must be to

the left of the regular part of the boundary aa one

follows the curve S in the direction given in the in-

put. The direction of the curve is determinedby the

order of the points used to describe line segments

and circular sections end is from the first end point

to the second end point. Thus, interiorregions give

the boundary S a positive (counterclockwise)orienta-

tion, and exterior regions give it a negetive (clock-

wise) orientation.

All of the input used to describe the simple

boundary conditions is given on data cards, each of

which refers to a part of the boundary which Is

called a boundary section. Each card has ten fields.

We will discuss only the first seven fields now.

Each of the flrat seven fields is ten characters in

length and is read with a 7E1O.O format. If the

boundary section is not in the comtmn boundary, the

sevanth field, i.e., columns 61 to 70, is used for

the

the

the

the

k

boundary value, be It Neumann or Dirichlet. If

boundary section is in the commn boundary, then

seventh field is used to give the value of u for

region on the left of the boundary section.

We discuss here only programs (i) and (iii); for

programs (ii) and (iv), one simply replaces x-coordi-

nates by z-coordinatesand y-coordinatesby r-coordi-

nates. If a card is used to describe a line segment,

the first four fields are used for the x- and y-co-
“.

ordinatea of the first end point and for the x- and y-
“-4

coordinatesof the second end point, in that order.

The fifth and sixth fields must be left b18nk. If a

card is used to describe a circular arc, the first --..

SIX fields are used to give the x- and y-coordinates

of the first end point, of the interior point, and of

the second end point, in that order. If a data cflrd

is used to describe 8 complete circle, the first two

fields are used for the x- end y-coordinatesof the

center of the circle, the third end sixth fields must

be left blank, and the fourth and fifth fields are

used to give the radius and orientation,respectively.

For data cards used to describe circular area and line

segments, one can leave the first two fields blank If

the first end point is the same as the second end

point of the previous card. The data cards are printed

as they are interpreted. A blank card must precede

and follow the boundary data cards.

we will now consider four problems with simple

boundary input. See Fig. 2 for the first example.

U=o

(-1.75,0)

(2,-1.5) (2,-1.5)
u=O

Fig. 2. Sample problem using the three types of
boundary sections.

Here we want to find u(x,y) satisfylngum + u = O
YY

on G. G is the region between the circle and the

three-sided section in Fig. 2. The boundary conditions

are assumed to be u = 1 on the circle, ?n@n = O on

the line segmsnt 72,-1.5)(0,2),and u= O on the rest

.
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of the boundary. Ignoring the informationin colunms

71 to 80, the first seven fields for the boundnry h-

put cards for this problem could be as follows.

The first two fields of the second and third cards

could have been left blank.

In Fig. 2 the orientationof the circle is neg-

ative, and that of the three-sided section is posi-

tive. This is because G Is interior to the three-
U=l

sided section, but exterior to the circle. Care

should be taken in deciding the correct orientation.

Errors in orientationare easy to make and difficult

to detect. Orientation is not used with thin plates

because the region G is always exterior to a thin-

plate boundary. In the example shown in Fig. 3, G

is all of the interior of the circle except the line

segment~o,o)(lo,o). The boundary conditions are

u = 1 on the circle and u = O on the line segment

(0,0)(10,0). Ignoring the informationin columns

71 to 80, the boundary input cards for this problem Fig. 3. Thin-plate boundary problem.

are:

80 COLUMN ENTRY
PROGRAMMER PR081&M OATE P&GC OF

I s 6 10 11 15 16 20 21 2s 36 32 3s 36 q 41 45 46 w s 55 s 61 65 66 n 73 80

0 . , ,10,. 3’,!,a. o. t.1..IL —. .-.d. !,.. Jll --.3 ..~l’
5 n. . J,. L- 1 . ?]

At present, programs (iii) and (iv) are not capable

of handling thin plates.

We will next consider an axially symmetric

problem. Physically the problem corresponds to a

region between a sphere end a right circular cylin-

der. The cylinder encloses the sphere, and the cen-

ter of the sphere lies on the axis of the cylinder.

On the cylinder the potential Is 1, and on the

sphere it ia O. See Fig. k for a diagram in the

z-r plane. In this problem both curves are closed

in our generalizedsense. This ia because the pro-

jection on the whole z-r plane would foreclosed

curves. Ignoring columns 71 to 80, the boundary

input cards would be

r

(- ,2)

(-3,0) (-1,0)
z

(0,0) (1,0) (2,0)

Fig. 4. Intersectionof a sphere and a cylinder
with the upper half-plane.
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In this type of problem it is easy to make en error

in orientation. For the second and third cards, the

first two fields could have been left blank.

In all of the above problems, the boundary in-

put cerd8 could have been put in any order. This

is not true, in general, for problems in inhosD-

geneous media. For programs (iii) and (iv), the

whole problem is considered as a sum of connected

subproblemaover subregions. Each of the subprob-

lema is complete in the sense that if the potential

on the cotmmn boundary were known, it could be de-

termined independentlyon each subregion. This UWUIS

that each section of the comuxm boundary must be give-

n as input twice, once for each of the two subprob-

lema for which it is part of the boundary. To pre-

serve the orientationof the boundary, the direction

along the boundary sections is opposite for the two

inputs.

The subproblemsmust be numbered, and the bound-

ary data cards for each subproblemmust be consecu-

tive. The order of the cards within the subproblem

IS arbitrary. Columns 78 to 8CI are used to give the

number of the subproblem. The field is read with

an 13 format. The numbering should be consecutive,

startingwith one. For clarification,consider the

example shown in Fig. 5. This diagram is not drawn

to scale, of course. It is an approximationto en

example ~iscuased inSec. 4.03 ofRef. 4. Thephys-

ical problem approximatedi8 an infinite conducting

cylinder mu-roundedby a layer of material of dielec-

tric strength 5 in a uniform field of strength 1.

To approximate the behavior in the conductor, we use

a value of o that is very large compared to the other

values of u. Ignoring columns 71 to 76, the bound-

ary data cards are listed on the next page.

(4.1)

u~-1

(-1,-1)

G,

-( G2

G3

-a

U=s

U.1

&*.
dn

Fig. 5. Conducting and dielectric cylinders in a
uniform field.

(1,1)

u-l

[1,-1)

Some numericalresults for this problem are given in

Sec. V. If, instead of being a conductor,the inside

cylinder were air, the data cards would be the same,

except for the last card which would have a value of

1 instead of 1.E6 in the seventh field.

On each boundary data card, one must give two

more input quantities. Column 72 h the eighth field,

which ia for the variable LT that determinesthe type

of boundary condition on the boundary section refer-

enced by the card. If LT = 1, the boundary is reg-

ukr and u la gfven. If LT = 2, the boundary is reg-

ular and hu/@ is given. If ~ = 3, the boundary ia

thin-plate and u is given. If Ill?= 7, the boundary

section is in the comnnn boundary. These are the

only four possibilitiesat present. Each of the ex-

amples has the variable Ill!given on the boundary

data card.

.
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PROGRAMMER PR06LEM OATE PAGE OF

1 Sk 10 II 15 6 20 a 25 26 w 34 35 36 40 41 45 146 51 55 56 61 65 66 70 n 80

l.. /, ,. 18. ,,8 /!. .,. , , !. L ,.., -1. —L. .lu.l-

,-, ..* ,J ,, , ,-,1,. ~ .-.1.. . ...8

1!. t..

/$.

l>. s,. (.- t./..

J.. ,s.

n. o~ 1).898, ; : ;j

.--.1..Al —1.5
-. ,-, ~. o., — is-l

1.-1—1.5—1..

,.

, 0.. .(2’/ It. ,. s,

. c1. Q.a .’ 1,,—, —. . _a5_d

. . , ,.,0,2 1..:4J .25.3Ii,
t

,- , ,1

Columns 74 to 76 form the ninth field on the

card. The ninth field is used to give the integer

variableKV that tells how many points are to be

used in approximatingu and h/~v on a given bound-

ary section. KV should be odd and greeter than or

equal to 3. If the value of KV given as input is

less than j, then I(Vis assumed to be 3. If the

value of KV given as Input is even, then KV is set

equal to KV - 1. If a boundery section is in the

comnmn boundary, then the value of KV used for that

section should be the same as the value of KV used

for the other correspondingsection in the common

boundary. If the values are not the same, then the

value of KV flrat given as input will be used for

both of the sections. The variation In the boundary

values, the shape of the boundary section, the de-

sired accuracy, and the computer time available all

determineKV; no set rule can be given. The user

can try different values of KV on each boundary sec-

tion; the change in the solution usually indicates

the error. In the example in Fig. 3, we assumed that

51 approximationpoints on the circle and 21 on the

line segment would give sufficientaccuracy. The two

boundary data cards have I(Vgiven.

Define NET to be the total.number of boundary

sections, and set

NET
NT= Xwi .

i=l

To compute the unknown boundary values, one must

solve a matrix problem of the form Az . b, where b

is a known vector of length NT and A ia an NT xNT

matrix. For NT s 1$12,the matrix can be stored in

core on a 65,5j6-word machine. For very large prob-

lems, however, the matrix A must be stored on an ex-

ternal device. The extended core storage (ECS) on

the Cm 6600 is convenient for this purpose. If the

user wants to use the E&5 to store the matrix A, he

must request (NT)* + 1500 words of ECS. For the in-

core version, the core itself simulates ECS. The

reads and writes to the ECS are replaced by statements

that move the data to another part of the core. The

user must dimension a variable called A to be of at

least (NT)2 + 1500 length. The dimension statement

must be placed at the start of the FORTRAN subroutine

ECRD. ECRD also handles the ECS reada and writes

when ECS is used. The size of the matrix A determines

the largest allowable problem. At present it ia as-

sumed that NT < 630. By modifying the dimensions of

the variables discussed in Sec. XI, one can raise or

lower thla figure.

2. Generalized Soundary Data. The subroutine

BDRY Is used for generalizedboundary input. When-

ever the simple boundary input is the only type used,

BDRY shows up as en unsatisfied external. This is a

normal procedure. The generalizedboundury input can

be used in conjunctionwith the simple boundary input,

or it can be used as the only source of boundary data

input. To use the generalizedboundary input option,

the user must write a subroutinethat must be called

SDRY. In what follows we will discuss programs (i)

and (iii); the input for the other two progrmns is

the same.

Assume that we have a boundary section, S1, on

which we wish to have variable boundary values. Let

S1 have the parametric representation

{q(t), Y1(t)llwo,Isl)l

with respect to arc length. Here L.% is the length

7



of the boundary section S1. To keep the orientation

correct for the regular boundary sections, the para-

metric representationmust be such that as we tra-

verse S with increasingt, the region remains on the

left. in equivalentcondition is that [dyl(t)/dt,

- ~(t)/dt] forms the unit exterior normal vector.

We must be able to compute ~(t), yl(t), ~(t)/dt,

dyl(t)/dt,

and the appropriateboundary value as a function of

t for t6(0,LS1).

BDRY has the formal parameters (I, T, X, Y, XP,

YP, F, V). I andT are input to BDRY. BDRY must

give as output

X= X1(T) ,

Y=Y1(T) ,

XP= dX1(T)/dT ,

YP = dY1(T)/dT ,

and

[

dX1(T) d’Y1(T) dY1(T) d\(T)

1
V.+ T—-— —

cm’ m dT2 ‘

and the variable F must contain the appropriate

boundary value. The boundary value can be

u[~(t), Y1(t)] or~u[q(l’), Y1(T)] .

Each boundary section with generalizedboundary in-

put must have a boundary data card. The first six

fields must be left blank, and the last three fields

must contain the same informationas that for the

simplifiedboundary input. The seventh field must

contain the length of the boundary section. In this

case, it will contain 191.

To clarify, consider the following example to

be used as input for program (i). Let Gbe the

square centered at the point (0,1) with sides of

length 2. See Fig. 6. Let S1 be the line segment

from (1,0) to (1,2); S2, that from (1,2) to (-1,2);

‘3’
that from (-1,2) to (-1,0); and S4, that from

(-1,0) to(l,o).

Assume that the boundary conditions are

& 20(y-y3) on S
1’

%
= 5-X4- ~20x2 + 80 on S

2’

u=5y-loy3+y5 on S
3’

and

U.o on S4 .

“.

a

“.

-.

U=oy-loy (Y-Y’)

(.1,0) U.o . (1,0)

Fig. 6. Variable beundary data problem.

The actual solution for this problem la U(X,Y) =

5x4y - 10$Y3+~. Forthebound~Y section S~,

the simple type of boundary input can be used. To

generate the input for the boundary sections S1, S2,

and S , the subroutine PDRY umst be used.
3

One possi-

ble such routine is as follows.

,.

..
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If KV = 37’on each side of the square, then the stance, the solution U(X,Y) might have discontinuous

boundary data cards for this problem are: boundary values or branch cuts. Suppose further,

In some cases it is difficult, If not impossi-

ble, to compute x(t) and y(t) explicitly,as when

the boundary curve is a section of a parabola or an

ellipse. However, in these cases one can usually

get an implicit expression and use it to compute

x(t), y(t), and the desired derivatives. The speed

of BDRY is not too importantbecauae the routine is

called, at most, a few thousand times.

B. Superpositionof Solutions and Magnetic Fielii
Problems

Another option is available. Suppose we wish

to find a functionu(x,y) that does not satisfy all

of the requirements for the general problem. For in-

that we have a function v(x,y) such that u(x,y) -

v(x,y) does satisfy the requirements for the general

problem. usually U(x,y) - v(x,y) bas involved bound-

ary conditions, and we prefer not to set up problems

with such conditions. Using the following option, we

can give the boundary conditions for u as input, if

the function v and lta first derivatives can be given

as a function of x and y. The real function E is

used to generate branch cuts for magnetic fields that

we will d.lacusslater in this section. In this sub-

routine are two comment cards. After the first card;

we must insert a statement,



BC=B2 - V(X,Y) ,

where V(X,Y) Is the function, v, evaluated at X and

Y. After the second comment card, we must insert a

statement,

av(x,r) Wm+av(x)y) *XP .
~“=-x

Thus, v(x,y) will be subtracted from s1l Input bound-

ary data so that the programs can solve for u(x,y)

v(x,y), snd then v(x,y) will be added to all out-

put so that we get en approximate solution to u(x,y).

The following examples show how this option can

ba used. Consider sgain the example given in Fig. 5.

The outside square was used to approximatethe effect

of a uniform electric field of strength 1. By using

superpositionwith the function v(x,y) = x, we csn

put in the effect of the electric field directly and

eliminate the need for the squ8re boundary. The two

statements needed for 132are

FC=B2-X

m= SC -YP .

The other input is the same except that the first

four boundary data cards are not used. We 81s0 need

to umdify two statements in two subroutines. The

modificationis described later In this section.

Suppose we now wsnt to solve for u(x,y) in the

unit circle satisfying a2@x2 + 32u/3y2 = 4 with

u = 1 on the boundary. In this example v is not

unique. Arbitrarily choose v = 2X2. The stateanmts

needed for EC are

E=BC - 2.W2

B2=Bc- 4.+W-YP .

The other input for u Is simply the boundary data

card for the circle.

The applicationof these programs to Poisson’s

equation is difficult

pose we wish to solve

&+ a2u—= f(x,y)
ax2 ay2

for the general problem.

for u(x,y) satisfying

in G

plus boundary conditions. This problem can be

sup-

re-

duced to Laplace’s equation by using the particular

solktion

10

The double integral can be difficult to deal with

numerically. However, for many problems this tech-

nique is feasible and the problem can be solved.

Tbe author knows of one physical problem for which

this is the only practical solution.

Next, we will discuss magnetic field calculations.

Program (iii) can be eaaily modified to compute the

scalar potential for a large cless of problems. Pro-

gram (iv) can also be modified to compute the sc81ar

potential for~ie~y symmetricproblems, but the

modification is more difficult because one must write

an axially symmetric version of the progrem M dis-

cussed in Sec. XI. The ac81ar potential 1s discussed

in Sec. 7.28 ofRef. 4. The function U(X,Y) here cor-

responds to the function n in Ref. k.

Suppose we have a series of subregionsGl, G2,

. . . , ~E having constant permeabilltiesPI, B2,

.,. ) ~. Suppose we also have s number of point

current sources of magnitude 11, 12, . . . , INN at

the points (X1,Y1), (X2,Y2), . .. . , (~X,yNW)O

The sign convention for the currents will be deter-

mined by Biot and Savart’s law. See Sec. 7.14 of

Ref. 4. For a single point source conductor, e posi-

tive I means a positive current of magnitude I into

the paper, and this, in turn, gives B a clockwise di-

rection. A negative I means a positive current out

of the paper, which, in turn, gives B a counterclock-

wise direction. Let

NRE
G= ~~1 Gj

and let C be the comimn boundary in G. G Will USU-

ally be all of the x-y plane.

U(X,Y) such that

a2u(X,y) + a2u(X,y)s o
~ -Z’

ay

and for any closed curve, r,

#%”dr=Ir ,

where I.rIs the algebraic sum

r. Also, the functionu(x,y)

ing boundary conditions on C.

and,Gi Is on one side of C at

The problem is to find

inG-C ,

“.

-.

-

,.

.
of the currents inside

must satiafy the mstch- .7

Thus, if (XO,YO)SC,

(Xo,yo) andGj is on

the other side of C at (Xo,yo), then



.

r

.

-.
.

“.

lirnu(x,y) = lim U(X,Y)
(X,Y)-(XO,YO) (X,y)+(xo,yo)

(x,y)e Gi (X,Y)E Gj

and

au(xo,yo) au(xo,yo)

‘i %1
. -Ilj~

J

As the problem is stated, it does not satisfy the

requirementsfor the general problem. Superposition

must be used to satisfy the requirementwith the in-

tegral. It is easy to construct a function V(X,Y)

such that ,

for any closed curve, r, and &v= O. In fact,

NE ()qY-Yk
V(X,Y) =>& Ik ‘m — ‘x-x

k

with -n C tan-1(.)< 11. However, such a v does not,

in general, satisfy the matching boundary conditions.

Letul= u-v. Obviously, then

Aul= O

and

for any closed curve T’. Moreover, it can be essumed

that u - v la continuous across C even though v has

branch cuts. However, for (X0,YO)6C,

Program (iii) must be mdified to handle this dif-

ferent boundary condition.

In Sec. XI we discuss the subroutinesused by

program (iii). The aubroutineaROWSTOR and REGNSEL

must be mdified to handle this change In type Qf

boundary condition. There are comment cards in both

subroutinestelling where the modification go. The

change involves the Insertion of two statements. “In

REGNSEL, we insert the statement

IF(IC(J).NE.O)D(L)=

D(L)+ECN(X(L),Y(L),YN(L),XN(L))*(1.+RA(J)) .

If ROWSTOR, we insert the statement

IF(IC(I).NE.O)~(IG) =

FT(IG)-ECN(X(M),Y(M),YN(M),XN(M))*(1.+RA(I))4$CN(M).

This modificationcan be used for other problems

where superpositionis used and the matching boundary

conditions are not satisfied. These two modifications

are inefficient. For large numbers of current sources,

one should use a table lookup for the modificationto

R~STCR .

Consider the input needed for point current

sources. There la one data card for each current

source. The format used to read the cards is

FORMAT(3E1O.O). The first field, that is columns

1 to 10, is used for the x-coordinate. The second

field is used for the y-coordinate,and the last

field is used for the current. The data carda for

the currents must go in front of the blank card pre-

ceding the boundary data cards. The following ex-

ample (Fig. i’).is a specific case of the example

given in Sec. 7.26 ofRef. 4.

Fig. 7. Magnetic shielding of bifilar circuit.

This example corresponds to two infinite wires

shielded by a cylinder of unit thickness and carrying

a unit current in opposite directions. Here it is

assumed that the cylinder has permeability 10. The

following current data cards and boundary data cards

11



were used for this problem. the boundary y = 15, -n/2 $ x < n/2. The problem

.-
x

I

80 COLUMN ENTRY
FUOGRC,MMCR PR06LEM OATE PAGE OF
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The exact solution for subregion 3 of this was run twice. The Inputs are aa follows.
4

problem is given by Smythe. The computed and exact

solutions are each given at a few randomly chosen

compsriaonpoints in Table I.

REsUTJ1’s

x Y Computed Bx

4. 0. 2. x 10
-8

3. 4. -5.646 X 10-3

0. 6. -1. x 10
-8

-8. -7. -1.315 x 10-3

c. Nonamoth Boundary Valuea

Table I

~R THE PROBLEM OF FIGURE 7

True Bx

o.

-5.652 X 10-3

0.

-1.316 X 10-3

One of the basic aaaumptionaof this method

is that the boundary values have piecewise continuous

third derivatives. It seems that @x.stengineering

problems of interest do not satisfy this assumption.

Figure 3 shows such a problem. The singularityin

this problem is sh.ilar to the one discussed by

Whiteman,5 and to the problem shown in Fig. 8. We

will dl.scuastwo waya to minimize the figure loss due

to nonsmoth boundary values.

The shplest way to minimize errora due to

singularitiesis to distribute the points in the calc-

ulation so as to minimize the effect of the singu-

larity. As an ex6~le, consider the first test case

given by Schultz. The example is in the x-y plane

and is shown in Fig. 8. The change in boundary con-

ditions at the origin is such that ~u/3n will not

exist at that point. Becauae the boundary of the

problem Ls infinite, the problem cannot be run ex-

actly aa it ia. A reasonable approximationfor this

problem is to truncate the region at y= 15 and im-

pose the boundary conditionu= 15. + log(2.). a.1.ong

12

Computed B True B

9.815 X 10-3 9.82$ x 10-3

-1.824 X 10-3 -1.823 X 10-5

-4.072 x 1o-3 -4.077 x 10-3

1.673 X 10
-k

1.675 X 10
J+

~.
(~oo) ~n o (0,0) u=O (+0)

Fig. 8. Schultz’s6 first example.

.
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The only difference between the two inputs is

the distributionof points tilongthe x-axis. some

representativeresults are shown in Table II.

Table II

RESUIII!SIOR THE EROBLEM OF FIGURE

First Second
approximation approximation

x _Y_ to u to u—

-! E 1.5938 1.6071

-%;
1.7519 1.7645

0: 2.2436 2.2515

$~ 3.7$7 3.8030

8

True
solution

1.6090

1.7662

2.2530

3.8&2

Redistributingthe points has some disadvantages.

In the first place, khe optlmel distributionof points

is difficult, if not impossible,to determine. Even

a good distributionof points Is difficult to com-

pute. In the second approximationto the above prob-

lem, the distributionof points is nowhere near op-

timal, Moreover, if the distributionof points is

involved,the input is involved, and there is a

grester chance for errors. Also, there is a tenden-

cy to put tmre points in the calculation,and this

is time consuming. Finally, redistributingthe

points merely minimizes the error due to the singu-

larity. The solution may be good in the region of

interest,but the computed unknown boundary values

near the singularityare sometimes nonsense.

A second way to minimize the figure loss due to

a singularityis to subtract the singularity. This

method, discussed by Fox,7 can also be used for dis-

continuousboundary values given in the Input. Es-

sentially,the method reduces to finding the behavior

of the solution at the singularityand then subtract-

ing the singularity.

Consider the tmncated version of the problem

shown in Fig. 8. Using the formula inRef. 7, p. 3Q3,

it follows that in polar coordinatesthe solution, u,

has the form

u(r,e) = & bn r‘/2 sin (~) . (2)

Thus, @3n is not well-definedat the origin if

bl ~ O. Tha term correspondingto n = 3 can also

cause trouble, but we will not discuss it. To elim-

inate the singularitycorrespondingto the term

$blr sin(~), we need only use the option for super-

position of solutionswith

Of course, bl must be found first, but that is easy

because the program itself can be used to approximate

the solution, u, and near the origin the term

*bl r sin(9/2) dominates all other terms in the series

expansion.

This problem wss run using the same input as

that used in the first approximationof the same

problem. Using the approxlate solutlonJ u~> from

this input end the relation

ul(o.,o.06)=bl (0.06)& sin(~) ,

13



we computed an approximatevalue of bl. Here the

choice of the point(O.,.o6) was arbitrary.Using the

ePProxi~te value of b1’
we ran the problem again

with the same input, but this time we subtractedthe

functionv(x,y) = blr~ sin(e/2) from the input data.

We repefltedthis process until bl converged. For this

problem, bl changed little’after the first correction.

Table III gives some representativeresults for the

aPPrOximStesolution using the first two guesses for

bl“

Table III

MORE RESULTS Ft2RTHE PROBIEM IN FIGURE 8

Approximate Approximate
u using 1st u using 2nd True

x Y bl value bl value solution
—.

-$ : 1.6075 1.609 l.@

-%;
1.7647 1.7662 1.7662

~02 2.2519 2.252$1 2.2530

;~ 3.8033 3.8&I 3.8&2

Using the same number of points, the results

here for the subtractionmethod are uxme accurate

than the results for the method of redistributing

the points. However, the subtractionmethod did

require three times as much computationtime.

The treatmmt of singularitieson regions G hav-

ing more then one U value is rmre involved. In what

follows,we will consider the problem shown in Fig. 9.

The method of redistributingthe points works

satisfactorilyfor this type of problem, but there

ere four boundary sections where points must be re-

distributed, instead of two es in the previous case.

Thus, it is twice as expensive to add points to the

calculationat the singularity.

The method of subtractingthe singularitiesis

also rim-edifficult to apply in this case. We will

assume that In some neighborhoodof the singularity,

the boundary is as shown in Fig. 9. Also, we w-11.1

assume that in the subregion,Gl,

is representedby

biu(r,Q) = j% r [aiccJfJ(5iQ) +

in Polar coordinates,and that in

u is represented by

u(r,e) =
Al1:1r [al cos(Ai9) +

the solution, u,

@i sin(6i0)]

the subregion,G2,

bi sin(Aie)] .

Fig. 9. Region G having two values of u Joining at
a corner.

HereO<81<82. ..and 0SAl<A2 . . . . Using

the continuity across the common boundary, we immedi-

ately find that Ai = 81 for i = 1, 2, . . . , ‘D.

Because u . 0 on both of the boundarieswhere the

Dirichlet condition is given, we have 81 > 0 and

0=~=a2= . . . .

Using the continuityof u across the Commn.

boundary again, we can equate coefficients

at O=y to get

Bk sid5kY) = ~COS(bkY) +bkain(f+y)

Let R = 02/01. Equating coefficients

?Jk
of r

.

for the

Jump ~scontinuitY in the normal derivative at

0 = y, we get

EJkcos(8kY) =R[-~ai.n(5ky) +bkcoa(5ky)] .

Using u = O at Q . d, we get the condition

~COS(8kG) +bk

The three equations

~COS(bky) +bk

-~R sin(8ky) +

and

~COS(6k6) +bk

sin(8k6)= O .

written as a system are

sin(6ky) -~ksin(tjky)= O ,

bkR COS(8ky) - ~k COS(8ky)= O ,

sin(6kc)= O .

,.

.

.-
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Setting the determinant of

we have

[l+R tan2(6ky)]tan(8ke)

or

this system equal to zero,

. (l-R)t@ BkY)= O >

(1-R)tan(6ky)
tan(6ke) =

1 + R ten2(8ky) “

Using the formula for two tan
-1

functions,we find

that

6ke = 6ky - tan 1‘l[R tan(5ky) ,

and, hence,

tanf6k(y-e)]

ten(5ky) = R “

The equation determines the sequence O < 61 c 62 . .

. .

From a numerical point of view, 61 is usually

the only number of interest. Notice that if e = 2y,

then a solution does not exist for this equation un-

less R= 1. Notice also that once 51 and 31 have

been computed, one can compute ~ andbl from the

above system of equations. Moreover, a little anal-

ysis will show that

(e-y) >yend R>l implies that ~>51>&T ,

(c-Y) >yand R< limpliesthat~>61 >: ,

(E-Y) <yandR >1 implies that -&J> 51>~ ,

and

(e-y)< yandRC 1 implies that :>b#- .
*y

Thus, singularitiescan occur at points on the bound-

ery where there is no reentrant corner, and singular-

ities need not occur at reentrant corners.

Now consider how the subtractionmethod can be

applied to a specificproblem. As in the previous

example, we must first use the routine IAPLDDC to

compute the approximatebehavior of the solution

near the singularity. Using the approximatebe-

havior of the solution in G1 and the computed value

of 61, we can approximate B1 and, hence, al and bl.

Then set

v=

and run the problem again to get the desired solution.

If the common boundary is not a line segment, then

the subroutinesROWSTOR and REGNSEL must be mdified

to take care of the fact that

on the coumwn boundary. This modification is given

in Sec. III B. The modification is probably the

easiest way to run the problem in any case.

Consider the example in Fig. 10. This problem

(-3,4)
Uaj

(5,4)

U=l
(5,0)

(-3,-3)

Fig. 10. Region with singularityon common boundary.

was run using the input shorn on the next page. It

was run a second time with the same input, except

that KVwas 21 for each boundary section, and a third

time using KV =U for each boundary section. Fi-

~Wj it WS run a fourth time with KV = 11, and

using the subtractionmethod described abwe. Sone

representativeresults are shown in l%ble IV.
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Table IV

RESUTJTSFOR THE PROBLEM OF FIGURE 10

Approximate u Approximateu Approximateu Approxinwte u

(K’V= 11) (Kv= 21) (xv= 41) .
x

(Kv= U
— L and subtraction)

-0.2 0.2 2.3337 X 10-1 2.3354 X 10-1 2.3361 X 10
-1

2.5365 X 10
-1

-0.1 0.1 1.4942 X 10-1 1.4967 x 10-1 1.4977 x 10-1 1.4* x 10-1

-0.05 0.05 9.4565 X 10-2 9.5578x 10-2 9.5735 x 1o-2 9.5847 x 10-2

The author does not know of an analytic solution for

this problem. Kowever, using the subtractionmethod,

the results shown are probably correct to four fig-

ures.

IV. ourPuT

Using any of the four programs is a two-step

process. The progrems compute only the unknown

boundary velues. The call statement for each pro-

gram is the sama except for the program name. The

call statement for program (i) is

CALL LAPLACE .

No parameters are given in the cell statement. Once

the user has set up the input and called the subrou-

tine to compute the unknown boundary values, he is

faced with the question of output. For programs (i)

and (iii) the output presently available is of three

types; lhnctionalvalues at any given point in G,

gradient values at any given point in G, and equipo-

tent~al or gradient plots. In many cases the user

would also like to have the computed unknown bound-

16

ary valuea. The manner in which these boundary

veluea ere stored is discussed in Sec. XI. For pro-

grams (ii) and (iv) the output is the ssme, except

that presently there is no explicit gradient routine.

For all four programs, the call statements for the

output are the same.

A. FN

After the unknown boundary values have been

computed, it is simple to get the value of the ap-

proximate solution st any point. The real function

PN(V,W) gives the value of the approximate solution

at the point (V,W). For (V,W) not in G, FN gives

the values -O.

B. GRADm

Only programs (i) and (iii) presently heve en

explicit subroutineGRADFN. To compute an approxi-

mation to the gr8dient of the solution u(X,Y), one

eimply calla the subroutineGRADFN(X,Y,FX,FY). When

the computer returns from GRADFN, the variables UX

and UY contain t3u(X,Y)/axand 3u(X,Y)/3y,respective-

ly. For program (Iii) there ia one @mre detail.

-c

..
.
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At any given time, one can use GRADFN only on the

selected subregl.on.To select the Kth subregion,

for instance, one merely uses the call statement

CALL REGNSEL(K) ,

or calls the routine FN(X,Y) with (X,Y) some point

in the Kth subregion. Different subregionscan be

selected as often as desired. For (X,Y) not in G,

or, In the case of program (iii), for (X,Y) not in

the selected subregion,GRADFTiis not well-defined.

c. Plot Routine

The plot routine is programmed to plot equipo-

tentisl curves and gradient curves on film, using

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory system. The

routine can be easily modified ta use other systems

or devices for plotting. The two end points of a

line segment and sn integer, called K here, are

given 8s input to the plot routine. The plot rou-

tine plots K equipotentialcurves or gradient c~ves

depending on the cell. The curves all cross the g’lv-

en line segment. If K > 1, then there are two curves

at the ends of the segment and K-2 other curves

crossing it at equal spacings. If K= 1, then one

curve is plotted passing through the first end

point of the line segment. The equipotentialand

gradient curves are a series of line segments of

length HH. HH is given as input. We will say wre

later shout the choice of H.H. In what follows,we

discuss the input variables for the plot routine.

We discuss only the x-y plane because the

tine in the z-r plane Is exactly the same

changes (z,r) for (x,Y). A total list of

ebles is as follows.

XMIN is the minimum X to be plotted.

YMIN is the mlnimm Y to be plotted.

XMAX is the maximum X to be plotted.

YMAX is the maximum Y to be plotted.

plot rou-

if one ex-

input veri-

X1 is the first X coordinateof the line segment.

Y1 is the first Y coordinateof the line segment.

X2 is the second X coordinate of the line seg-

ment.

Y2 is the second Y coordinate of the line seg-

ment.

K is the number of equipotentialor gradient

curves to be plotted along the line segment.

HH is the step length to be used in constructing

the curves.

There are four entry points into the plot rou-

tine: IAPIIX, LAPI#Tl, L4PILM2,and LAPIOG1. LAPLM’

and LAPLLW1 are both used to plot equipotentisl

curves, and LAPIOG and LAPIKIG1are used to plot grad-

ient curves. LAPLUT and LA.PIOGadvance the film;

plot all of the boundary inside the rectangle formed

by~, ~, XMAX, md YMAX; and plot the desired

curves inside the rectangle. LAPIJ3T1and LAPIOG1

plot only the equipotentialand gradient curves, and

both assume that there has been a previous call to

either LAPI.M’or LAPI.DG. LAPLOT1 and LAPIOGl add

sxm-ecurves to previous plots. The input variables

XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, and YMAX given in the call state-

ments for LAPIOTl and LAPLOG1 are used by these sub-

routines to determine the limits of any equipotential

or gradient curves. The rectangle formed by these

four points should be a subset of the rectangle given

in the previous call to LAPLOT or LAPIOG. The call

statement for L4PIlYTis

CALL LAPIJYT(XMIN,W.IN,XMAX,M,X1,Y1,X2,Y2,K,HH) .

The call statement for the other three entry points

is the same except for the name.

If K S O, only the boundary will be plotted.

If there is an error in the input boundary data, and

the unknown boundary values cannot be computed, then

only the boundary will be plottecl. The plots in this

case are sometimesuseful for finding errors. If

XMIN z XMAX or YKIN z YMAX, then no equipotenttslor

gradient curves will be plotted. If K ~ 50, only 50

curves will be plotted.

The plot routine will stop plotting an equipo-

tential or gradient curve vhenever any of the follow-

ing occur: the curve runs outside the rectangle

formed by XMIN, WIN, KMAX, and YMAX; it runs into

the part of the boundary S-C; it forms a closed curve;

or it becomes too difficult to plot. The last con-

d%tion occurs most often near corners in the bound-

ary S, or when crossing a common boundary. Plotting

equipotentislor gradient curves is a time-consuming

process. When computing each line segment of length

HH used to approximatethe curve, one must cslculate

at least one value of the potential and one gradient

vector. Thus, the step SK should be as long as is

practical. When one plots equipotentialcurves, zhe

plot routine always requires that both ends of each

line segment used to approximatethe equipotential

curve actually be on the curve. However, this is not

possible with gradient curves. To follow the gradient
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curves, the plot routine uses aRunge-Kutta method.

The error on any given step is 0(HH3). Locally the

gradient curves are usually good, but the error over

the length of the curve is cumulative.

v. MISC?JLIANEOUSPRO&W!MIN G INSTRWTIONS

There are a few limitationson the programs that

should be mentioned. When one has an exterior prob-

lem, the approximatesolution tends to break down at

large distances from the boundary (say 108 times the

length of the boundary). However, the most important

source of error seems to occur at the boundary. If

H is the distance between approximationpoints on a

given boundary section, then both FN and GRADFN start

to break down at about 1.51i from the boundary section,

except when the boundary section is linear. The er-

ror varies with the ratio of H to the minimum radius

of curvature of the boundary section. It is easy to

lose as much aa half of the significant figurea at

the boundary. The sam type of error causes trouble

whenever two sections of the boundary are close rela-

tive to the distance between approximationpoints on

either of them. As in the above case, this is not

true when the boundary Is linear.

The next two restrictionsapply only to programs

(ii) and (iv). Seth are results of the approximations

described in Sec. IK. If the restrictionsare vio-

lated, there is a loss of accuracy proportionalto

the degree of violation. In the first place, any

boundary section beginning or ending on the z-axis

must intersect the axis at an angle greater than 1.2°.

See Fig. 11.

r

a
z

Fig. 11. Boundary section touching the z-axia.

Here the angle is a, and one should have a 2 12°.

The second restriction is difficult to explain ex-

actly. We will discuss only linear boundary sections.

Let SJ be a linear boundzxrysection vith endpoints

(zl,rl) and(z2,r2). If Sj touches the z-axis, then

it oust satisfy the first restriction. If it does

not touch the z-axis, then it must be true that

IZ2-ZII
—s 10 m.in(r2,r1) .
I(VJ-1

See Sec. III for the definition of KV. For any giv- “.

en (zl,rl) and (z2,r2), there is a correfqoncihg .

minimum value of KV that will satisfy the second re-

striction. .-
.

Probablywe should say something about accuracy

and timing. The discussionof accuracy will be lim-

itetito sample problems. Earlier we compared some

numerical results to the explicit solution for a

problem with singularitiesand a magnetic field prob-

lemwith current sources. Now consider the problems

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. These two problems were run

with exactly the input shown. The problem in Fig. 6

wee run with program (i), and thst in Fig. 5 wss

with program (iii). Some representativeresults

the problem in Fig. 5 are given in Table V.

RESULIPSltIR

x— L

-0.023 -0.023

0.03 0.

0. 0.036

0.9 0.9

-0.5 0.1

0.06 0.

For this problem

source of error.

Table V

THE PROHIEMOF FIGURH 5

Computed u True u

-0.004093 -0.004087

0.004766 0.004762

2 x 10+ o.

0.8999 0 .8w3

-0.4981 -0.4g76

0.03928 0.03905

there is nm’e than one possible

Using superpositionto compute

run

for

the

approxi~te solution, as was discussed in Sec. III B,

we get about the same solution in the dielectric ma-

terial. However, the solution in air is much more

accurate. For the problem given in Fig. 6 the error

is entirely due to the discretizationof the boundary

velues. Some results for this problem are given in

Table VI.

.
TableVI

IWSJOTSFORTH2 FROBIS140FFIOIM26
True

Comwted UA L True u c= ?!AL?E

0.5 1. -1.S762 -1.18750 -7.5m7 -7. 5ccoo

0.25 0.25 -0.00394 -0.C0391 -o.ccm2 0.0

0.05 0.4 O.d%l 0.03865 -o.fim -o.06j0J

-0.9 0.L3 -1.19515 -1.19512 -2.44&?@ -p. bbt?co

The times given here are for the CDC 6600, and they

tend to be optimistic for small problems. The tiur?

required to compute the unknown boundary vslues is

simple to calculate.

.

..

s

.,
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‘e’”i=k YWJ ‘=’’’’”’=%”‘he
with S E Cl

J
quantityNRE Is the total number of subregions. For

programs (i) and (ii), NRE = 1, andNT = N1. There

are two main problems in computing the unknown bound-

ary valuea. One is generating a matrix called A, end

the other ia the solution of the matrix problem

Az = E for the vector z. The solution of the matrix

problem requires about 1.1NT3 + 0.3NT2 sec. For pro-

grams (i) and (iii), the time required to generate

the matrix A is about l.(~N~~sec. Thus, the to-

tal time required to compute the unknown boundary

vslues for the problem in Fig. 6 was about 7 sec.

To compute the value of the approximatepotential in

the ith subregionusing the routine FN requires 0.013

Ni see, and to compute the approximategradient at a

given point in the ith subregionualng the routine

GRADFN requires 0.015 Ni sec. For programs (ii) and

(iv), it takea about a factor of six longer to gen-

erate the matrix A or to compute the approximatepo-

tential. The tines given here aasume two things.

First, the only NT3 operation for the matrix problem

is written in machine language which cuts the time

required for this operation in half. Second, the

routine to evaluate the elliptic integrals i.salso

written in machine language. The time savings for

this operation is not known.

For a solution U(X,Y) of Laplace’s equation In

the x-y plane, it must be true that

(3)

For en axially symmetric solution u(z,r) in the z-r

plane, it must be true that

(4)

For problems that have the Dirichlet condition given

somewhere on S, it has been our experiencethat the

ratios

give a good indicationof the correctnessof the so-

lution. Unless the ratio correspondingto the given
-4

problem ia smell, 10 or 10-5, for instance, there

is usually an error in the input, or a singularity

on the boundary that has not been properly treated.

The above ratios are easy to compute end are dis-

cussed in Sec. XI. When computing the ratioa, one

need not Include the integxels over common bound-

exiea, because they are actually zero. For programs

(i) and (ii), u is constant and canbe eliminated

from the computation.

VI. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

We now reduce the problem of solving for the

unknown boundary veluea for the general problem to

solving three coupled integral equations. First we

consider the x-y plane. The problem of solving for

the unknown boundary values in a homogeneous medium

is a aubproblem of solving for the unknown boundary

values in inhonmgeneousmedia. Therefore, we con-

sider only inhonngeneouamedl.a. Moreover, the prob-

lem for the homogeneousmedium is discussed by Hayes.
3

Assume that G consists of NRE subregionsGl,

‘2’ “ “ “ ‘ %RE
with boundaries i3Gl,3G2, . . . ,

a~E. LetCl, C2, . . . , cm be tbe common

boundaries for each of the subregions. For k = 1,

2)...) NRE, Ck must not be empty. Remember that

Ok is the value of U for the region Gk. Let

[[x(t),y(t)llt~(o,d)}be aper~etric representation

of S with respect to arc length. Here d is the

length ofS. To tie the notation eaaier, let te3G
J

mean that [x(t),y(t)]eaG , and, similarly, teC.
J

will mean that [x(t),y(t)!eCj. As a point of in-

terest to be used later, note that for te3G ,

[dy(t)/dt,-h(t)/dtl forma the unit normal.$ector

exterior to Gj at the point [x(t),y(t)l. For any

point teC =~1 Ck, there is another point that

will be called X(t), such that [x(t),y(t)l= [x(’f(t)),

Y(x(t))l. In a similar vein, define the function

~t) mapping C onto the integers 1, 2, . . . , NRE

for all taC. Also, defineby the relation teC,,itl

the function i(t) mapping C onto the integers 1, 2,

. . . . NRE by the relation $(t) = w[v(t)l. For

k=l,2, . . . , NRE, define Uk to be the restric-

tion of the solution u to the subregion Gk.

Because S is a finite number of piecewise

smooth curves, there are, at most, a finite number

of pointa [x(~i),y(~i)lfor i = 1, 2, . . . , NC

where S has corners.
‘et aEi

fori=l,2, ...,

NC be the angle inside G that the curve S makes with

itself at [x(~i),y(%i)l. See Fig. 12.
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Define E(t) for te(O,d), by the relation

(x(q)), Y(t, )

s

Fig. 12. Angle that S makes with itself at [x(~i),

Y(5i)l.

From our definition,we see that O s a < &. For
Si

te(O,d), define

I
T1 iftjsi fori= 1,2, ....NC ,

a(t) =

‘<i
ift=gi .

set ds,t) = {[x(s)-x(t)12 + Ms)-y(t)12~,

u(s) = uIx(s),Y(s)I,and 3u(s)/3v= w[x(s),Y(s)l/av.

Notice that Eq. (1) holds on emy subregion,Gk. If

we use the above definitions and assume that u(s) and

3u(s)/3v are smoth, Eq. (1) becomes on the boundary

-W%’+ki’)’)]k o (5)

For a proof of this result see Hayes,3 p. 16. Actu-

ally Eq. (5) is a system of equations, because the

result holds on 3Gk for k= 1, 2, .... NRE. The

basic assumption of the scheme is that Eq. (5), along

with the matching boundary conditions,can be in-

verted to solve for ?y@v on SD, u on SN) and both

3u/3v and u on C. For teC ~ 3Gk the matching bound-

ary conditions are

l+(t)= u*(t)[x(t)l >

and
auk(t) aut(tjx(t)1

‘k ~ = ‘“~(t) av
.

(6)

Again, Eq. (6) is really a system of equations,be-

cause the conditions must be true on each of the NRE

common boundaries.

I
J

‘D

E(t) =

J
‘D

f(s) ~ln[r(s,t)]ds - a(t)f(t)
n af3k

-J
g(s) ln[r(a,t)]ds iftGSDn bGk

N
n 3Gk

f(s) ~ ln[r(s,t)]ds-

L

g(s) ln[r(s,t)]ds
n aGk n 3Gk

if te(sN UC) n 3Gk .

Hare f(s) and g(s) are the known boundary values

given in the statement of the general.problem.

Hence, E(t) is a known function and can be computed.

For ease of notation for k= 1, 2, . . . , NRE, de-

fine S; = (SNUC)naGkand S~= (SD UC)~@k.

Assuming that Eqs. (5) and (6) can be inverted to

solve for the unknown boundary values, one can formu-

late the problem as the followingseries of coupled

equations.

aq9)

‘J,. av—ln[r(s,t)]ds= E(t)

if tes; ,

- .fkQs) ~ In[r(s,t)lds

‘N

a~( IS)

‘S, av—ln[r(s,t)]ds= E(t)

if teSD n 3Gk

fork= 1, 2, ....NRE. (7)

and

Uqt)o)= Uv(t)[x(t)l if tcc ,

“dt )*= .adt)lx(t)l
if tec .

Equation (i’)will be reduced to a system of

three equations with one unknown function. First,

more definitions are necessary. Define

C1= [Secllu(s)c$(s)l ,

●

-.
-.
.

.

..
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C2=C-C1 , k . 1 is equivalent to

\

- ~ ln[r(s,t)] if tebGk and s6S~
l$(s,t) =

for some k ,

f ‘(s)~(”)t)ds+f T(S)~(s,t)d’
SN u C2 SD u C1

(lo)
\O otherwise

‘$T[~(s)~~(s~t) ds+{2’[X(s)%@t)ds=E(t) .

[

ln[r(s,t] if teaGk and SE(SD UC1)

n aGk for some k ,

-.
,

However, Eqs. (8), (9), and (10) are true independent

of k. Thus, the system (7), of 2(NRE + 1)

equations is equivalentto the system:
~(s,t) =

{[ - “u(s)/u$(s) 1ln[r(s,t)]ift.saGk

I and seC2 n aGk for some k ,
IZ(t)T(t) + j’ T(s)I$$s)t)ds + f T(s)~(s/t)ds

SN UC2 SD UC110 otherwise

and + f T[x(S)]~(S,t)dS + f ‘fk(s)]~(s,t)ds
cl C2

= E(t) ifteSN UC2 ,IUk(s) if SC(SN UC2) n aGk

?(s) =
auk(s)

av
if SC(SD UC1) n aGk .

a(t)T[~(t)]+ j’ T(s)lj+’,t)ds + f ds)~(s>t)ds

Sw UC2 s= UC1Thus, T(s) is defined on (O,d), and both ~ snd ~

are defined on (O,d) x (O,d). Using the matching

boundary conditions, if seC1 flaGk, then I+(s) =

T[x(s)], and if tCaGk and SCC2n aGk, then
+ $dX(s)hf@t)ds + :2T[X(s)k&%t)ds

= E(t) if tcC1 ,
auk(s)
—ln[r(s,t)] = T[X(s)]~(s,t).
av and

f ds)~(s,t)de+f ~(s)~(s,t)ds+f~[x(s)]~(s,t)ds
SN u C2 SD Ucl C1

Using these definitionsconsider the first equation

inEqs. (7) withk= 1. For te(sN u C2) n aG, this

equation is equivalentto

+ f ?[~(s)]~(s,t)d’.= E(t) if t~SD .
C2a(t) T(t) + f T(S) KJsjt)ds + f T(s) ~(s>t)ds

. .

SN u c’ SD u c’
(8)

Now set

‘$T[X(s) l~(s,t)ds +j2~[X(s) l~(s,t)ds= E(t) .

I
~(s,t) for SeSN UC2

K(s,t) =
~(s,t) for SCSD Ucl ,

For t~cl n aGl, the first equation in Eqs. (7) with

k . 1 is equivalentto
and

I
~(s,t) forscC1 ,

K(s,t) =
KN(s,t) for seC2 .

.
u(t)T[X(t.)]+ f T(S) I$$s>t)ds + f T(s) K.Js)t)ds

SD UCL

(9)

The above system then becomes+{lT[x(s)]q(s,t) ds+{2T[X(s)]~(s, t)ds= E(t) .
..

For tesD n aG1, the second equation in Eqs. (7) with
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i Ja(t)~(t)+ ~(s)K(s,t)ds+ ~[x(s)]f?’(s,t)ds

= E(t) for tcSN U C2

J J
u(t)~[x(t)] + T(s)K(s,t)ds+ T[X(s)]~(s,t)ds

1
= E(t) for teC ,

and

1 J
T(s)K(s,t)ds+ ~[~(s)ll?(s,t)ds= E(t) for teSD .

Note that at every point where two boundary sections

join, there is a possibility that T, K, end~are

not well-defined. This till be covered later.

Now we will discuss the axially symmetric inte-

gral equation. Suppose we want to find an axially

symmetric solution,u(z,r,cp),to Laplacets equation

on an axially symmetricregion, G’, in (z,r,q)

space. It is true that

1

1 ihl(~,p,e)-
u(z,r,rp)= &J’ ,[(~)~

1u(c,me)~(+) =’ .

(12)

See Courant,8 p. 257. Here S’ is the boundary of

G’, and

d= {(z-02 +(r-p)2+2rp[l-cos( @)] }*

is the distance from the point (z,r,cp) to the point

(C,P,Q). Because u(z,r,cp)is axially symmetric,we

can drop the dependence on cpand assume that q = O.

Also, using the half-angle formula for the sine

function,we have

d. [(z-~)2+(r-p)2+4rpsin2(~)~ .

Let G be the restriction ofG’ to the upper he.lf-

plane and let S be the restrictionof S’ to the

upper half-plane. Equation (12) can then be written

(13)

Consider

symmetry

~%=

.

.

Set

now only the integralsmde/d. Using the

of the integrand,we h%e

?’
0 [(z-02+(r-j+4rp sin2(~)f

n/2

4J
de .

[(z-~ )2+(r-p)2+4rp sln2(61)]*

$=
4ro

end do= [(z-{)2+(r-p)2]$.
(z~)2+(r-p)2’

Obviously ~ a O. Assuming that do+ O,

T1/2

~
[(z-C)2+(~)2+4rp sinle)~

‘* K (+) .

Here K is the complete elliptic integral of the first

kind. SeeRef. 9, p. 589-606. Set m= P/l+p. We

then have

tion.

.

0 S D < 1, md, thus, the following rela-

*
K(m)

[(z-~ )2JP-r)2*rp~ K(m) “

.

. .

.

.

.

..

substitutingthis formula in Eq. (13)> we get



.

.
. .
.

.

..

3u((, p) 2K(m)p(u(z,r) = & ~v
[(z-~)2+(p-r)2+4rp 14

w)%
2K( m

‘p 1ds. (14)
[( z-~)2+( p-r)2+4r~}

Equation (14) is the axially symmetric version of

Eq. (1). If we use the kernel 2K(m)p/[(z-~)2+(p-r)2

+kro]~,instead.ofthekernel log(l/r), then the rest

of the derivation for the integral equations is the

same as for the x-y plane. The system ofEqs. (11)

also holds for the z-r plane except that the kernel

is different.

VII. DISCRETIZATIONOF THE PROBLEM

In this section we derive a discrete approxi-

mation to the system of Eq. (11). The derivation

holds for both the z-r and x-y planes. ‘r(s),f(s),

and g(s) are approximatedpiecewise by polynomials

of degree two. We assume that these functions have

bounded third derivativeson S, except possibly at

a finite number of points. We assume also that the

boundary S is partitioned into sections S~forj=l,

2,. . . , NLXY1’such that: each section Sj is a

smooth curve, I.e., Sj has no corners and is con-

nected; each section Sj Is contained entirely in

either SD, SN, or C; and f(s), g(s), or T(s), which-

ever is defined on S has bounded third derivatives
J’

interior to S.. Remember that NDCT is the total num-
J

ber of boundary sections. Usually S should be as
J

large as possible while still satisfyingthe three

given conditions.

At the end points of each section Sj for J = 1,

2,. . . , NKY2T,there is a possibility that T(s) is

not well-definedbecause there is a possible change

in the type of boundary condition. IIISO, if there is

a corner, the Neumann derivative need not be contin-

uous around the corner. To correct the difficulty,

we define an upper and lower limit at each s6(0,d)

that is an end point of a boundary section. Let

T(s+) = lim T(s+5) ,

w

m

and

T(s-) = litllT(s+6) .
6-0
%0

Similar definitionscould be made for K(a,t) and

~(s,t), but, because these functions are always in-

tegrated, there la no problem with undefined points.

J(
On each section S , T s) is approximatedby

using KV points for J = 1, 2, . . . , ~T.
J

Be-

cause of the type of approx%mati.onused, each KV
J

must be odd end greater than one. Remember that

~ ‘ &Kvj, and IS Is the length of S. Define
J

hj . I,Sj/(KV-1) for j . 1, 2, . . . , NDCT. We
J

next define arguments t~fork=l,2, . . ..NT

for the function T(s). T(s) is approximatedat these

points. First let j(k) be the integer-valuedfunc-

tion defined for k = 1, 2, . . . , NT such that

j(k)-1 j(k)

Izl ‘i<kgi.ll.~i .

Set

[

[1j(k) j(k)
&I.S. -

‘fk ’i~lmi ‘

‘~ l~)-; 1

j(k)-1

i
ifk= l+>+ KVi ,

I:)-:; [

j(k)-1 1K.i+k-l-~=~KVihj(k)Other
Looking at the parametric representationfor S, we

see that for each section S., there are two values
J

of tk correspondingto its end points. The first

point of Sj corresponds to an upper limit, and the

last point correspondsto a lower limit. There ere

‘J
- 2 other points [x(tk),y(tk)],equally spaced

at a distance hj along the boundary section. We

assume that the ordering of the sections S
J
corre-

sponds to the ordering in the parametric representa-

tion.

Define ‘rk= ~(tk) for k = 1, 2, . . . ) NT.

The function T(a) is approximatedon (O,d) by a

piecewise polynomial.of degree two, called TA(s).

On the interval (tl,tj), TA(S) is the polynomial of

degree two having ‘rA(tl)= ‘fI,TA(t2) = T2, and

TA(t3) = T5. On (t3,t5), TA(s) is the polynomial of

degree two having TA(t5) = T5, TA(tk) = 74, and

TA(t5) = T5. The approximationcontinues in this

manner until the point t
Kvl

is reached. t
KV1

corre-

sponds to the end of the section S .
1

Hence, S1 is

broken up into

and on each of

of degree two.

(KV1-1)/2 subsectionsofequ.1 length,

the subsectionsTA(s) is a polynomial

‘cause %1
corresponds to the end
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of S , ‘T(s)is possibly discontinuousat this point.
1

Therefore the upper limit TKvl+l is used on the next

interval. That is, for se(tKv~+l, $CV1+3), T*(S) is

the polynomial of degree two with T (t
* Kv,+l)=’w,+l,

‘A(tKV~+2,)= ~w1+2, ad TA(t~l+3) “ 7KV1+3” This

type of approximationis continued throughout (O,d).

Using the function j(k) given above, we can define

TA(S) by
/-

1[-Tk+2(S-tk)( S-tk+l) -27k+1( -q ( -tk+a

1
+’rk+2(.-k+1)( S-tk+p)]/2h:(k)

TA(S) =
J(k)-1

ifsc(tk,tk+2) md~-i~ KVi]

Notice that

s=tkforsomek= 1,2, ...

‘k(s)T~ ,

iS odd,

, NT.

(15)

where each 9k(s) is a piecewise polynomial of degree

two, which is nonzero in, at ~st, an interval of

length ~h~(kl centered at tk. An exact definition

of Q is as follows.
k

ok(s) = -+-

2hj(k)

[ ‘i$~:-=wd(s-tk+l)(s-tk+2)if k

‘s ‘dmd~ess ‘hm Wj(k)

ad s~(tk,tk+2),

(s-tk-~)(s-tk-~)‘f
[’-::)-lWJ

is odd and greater than one

~d s~(tk-2,tk)j

-a’-tk-l)(s-tk+l )“[k:$~-’il
is even, and s~(tk-l,tk+l),

LO otherwise.

To explain some of the above notation, consider

the following example. Suppose S is the unit circle

with center at the origin. Let [x(t),y(t)]= [co6(t),

sin(t)], te(0,2n) be the parametric representation

for the boundary S. Assume that

S1= {[x(t),y(t)]lte(O,’f/2)),and

24

S*= {[x(t),y(t)l/tE(lT/2,2n)]

Obviously NDOT = 2, d= &, ISl =

Assume that NVl= 3 andKV2= 5.

NT =8, hl= n/k, ~dh2= 3n/8.

the arguments tk, k = 1, 2, . . .

Fig. 13.

.

IT/2, and IS2 = 3n/2.

It follows that

The locations of

, 8 are shown in

If the Dlrlchlet (or Neumann) Ixmndary condition

were given on all of S and If f(s), (or g(s)), were

continuous, than it would be true that 71 = TB and

‘3
x ‘rk. However, if the Dirichlet condition were

given on one section and the Neumann condition on

the other, then the paira would not, in general, be

equal.

.
-.
.

Fig. 13. Distribution of arguments tk.

In what follows, the term 0(h3) denotes both a

scalar and a vector quantity. In the scalar notation,

it has its usual meaning; In tha vector notation, it

denotes a vector with each component bounded by a

constant tires h3. If T(s) is assumed to have a

bounded third derivative,then

T(s) = TA(s) + 0(h3) for se(O,d) , (16)

Where h = =(h1,h2,. -. ,~). .
Next, we describe a method for using the coupled

.

Eqs. (11) to approximateTA(s). Substituting the
.

right-hand side of Eq. (16) in Eq. (11), we get ..

u(t)[TA(t)+O(h3)]+
t

TA(s)+o(h3)]K(s,t)ti



+ J{TA[x(s)]@(h3)~(s,t)ds= E(t) if tESN U C2 ,

&dt)(TA[x(t)l+o(h3)}+ ?A(s)+O(h3)}(@)ds
‘J

+
{{
TA[y(s)]+O(h3)~(s,t)ds = E(t) if teC! ,

. .
.

md

$TA(s)+O(h3)lK(s,t)ds+
{{TA[X(s)]+O(h3))~(s,t)da

= E(t) if tEsD .

i

It is easy to show that both lK(s,t)ldsand

i

[~(s,t)ldsare bounded funct on. of t with the

ound dependent only on S. Hence, it follows that

1u(t)TA(t) + fiA(t)K(s,t)ds+ TAIX(s)l~(s~t)ds
s

= E(t) +O(h3) if tesN UC2 ,

Let I be the set of Indices k such that
21

tkGsN u c ; 12, such that tke$ ; and 13, such thst

Thus, 11 U 12 U13 is the set of indices
‘kesD“
k=l,2, . . ..NT. To simplify the problem of

approximating7A(s), Eq. (18) will be required to

hold only for NT values of the variable t,. The

choice of the NT points Is arbitrary. Except for

special cases to be discussed below, the points tk

i’0rk=l,2, . . . , NT will be used. Define

Ei = E(ti), E = (ElJE2,....~)T. and ai = a(ti).

Given ti6C, define 1’ to be that integer such that

ti, = X(ti). That such a correspondencedoes exist

is guaranteedby our restrictionson the input.

Using the above definitions,we get the following

NT linear equations with constant coefficients.

m

‘iTi+;=lTk{J
Qk(s)K(s,ti)ds+

J
~k[x(s)]~(s,ti)ds}

. Ei + 0(h3) if iGIl ,

NT

{ i!aiT~+ Z Tk ~Qk(s)K(s,ti)d.+ ek[~(s)l~(s,ti)ds
}

k=l S

J

(19)a(t)TA[~(t)]+ TA(s)K(s,t)ds+ fT [x(s) l~(s>t)ds
CA

(17) = Ei + 0(h3) if iG12 ,

= E(t) + 0(h3) if ted ,
end

and NT

~ Tk{$k(s)K(s,ti)ds +
J
@k[y(s)K(s,ti)ds}

k=l

1TA(s)K(s,t)ds+ ~T [X(s)]i?(s,t)ds= E(t)+O(h3)
CA = Ei + 0(h3) if ic13 .

if tesD .
Fori, k=l,2, ..., NTset

Using the representationformula for rA(s) given in

Eq. (15), we get
(1
ai + r3k(s)K(s,ti)ds+ &I [X(s)R(s,ti)ds

Ck

NT

k=;k{~~(s)K(s,t)ds+~k[x( s)lR(s,t]de}cL(t)TA(t)+ ~

1

if (icIl and i. k) or (1612 and i’ = k),

aik =

= E(t) + 0(h3) if t&SN UC2 ,

NT
. a(t)TA(X(t.)]+ f=lTk{~ 1! )Qk(s)K(s,t)ds+ @k[X(s)]~(s,t)ds

J t!Qk(s)K(s,ti)ds + Qk[x(s)~(s,ti)ds

otherwise.

‘z (18) 0= (T1,T2,. ..,Tm)T. Using
= E(t) + 0(h5) if t6c1 ,

Now set A= (aik) and T
.

these definitions,we can write the system of Eqs.
and

-. (19) in the form
NT

?! {
ZTk{ @k(s)K(s,t)ds+ Qk[y(s)]x(s,t)ds
k=1 } ATO = E+ 0(h3) . (20)

= E(t) + 0(h3) if teSD .
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All of the coefficientsof A and E can be computed

numericallyto any desired accuracy from a knowledge

Of S, f(S), and g(s).

The matrix A does not, in general.,have en in-

verse. We will now dicuss this problem end its

remedies. The remedies described below, like the

choice of approximationpoints in Eq. (19), are

arbitrary. Considering each subregion separately,

at the end points of each of the boundsry sections

Sjforj=l,2, . . . , NIXT, two ends of curves

are Joined. The curves may, or may not, join at a

corner, and may, or may not, have the same boundary

conditions. These conditions determine how the me-

trix A is to be mdified so that it will have en

inverse. For each Joined pair of endpoints of

boundary sectiong, we nust determine which of the

followingpossibilitiesis true.

1. One curve h in SN, and the other is in SD.

2. Seth curves are in SD, and there is a cor-

ner where the curves join.

5. Both curves are in SD, end there is no cor-

ner where the curves Join or both curves are in S .

4. One curve is in SD, and the other is in?.

5. One curve is in SD, and the other is in C1.

6. One curve is ins

7. OnecWveisin{~~~EZ~;~;;I

8. Both curves are in C2.

9. Both curves are in CL, and there is a cor-

ner where the curves join.

10. Both curves are in C1, and there is no cor-

ner where the curves join.

11.
2

One curve is In C1, and the other is in C .

For simplicity,assume that curve Si Joins Sk

and that the correspondingvel.ueaof t are t
il ‘d

‘kl.
Moreover, assume that til Is the start of Si.

In what follows we will assume in each subregion,

that u(s) is continuous along S, and that @3v is

continuous along S except at corners.

For case 1, the matrix A need not be modified.

However we can replace an approximate equation by en

exact equation. To see this, assume that the Dirich-

let boundary is given on Si. Obviously,

~(tkl) = f(til), andj thus> Tu = f(til). We can

then replsce the kl equation inEqs. (19) by

‘kl
= f(til) .

In case 2 it is relatively easy to see that the

kl equation in Eqs. (19) is the same as the il equa-

tion. Hence, A nmt certainly be singular. To cor-

rect this problem we need only replace the two eque-

tions by the third equation in Eqs. (18) evaluated

et the two points t = t
il

+ hi/2 end t = tkl - hk/2.

The author has tried replacing only one of the two

equations,but the results were not so satisfactory

as when both equations were replaced.

For case 3, T(til)= ‘r(tkl) which implies that

‘ii= ‘k.l. If both curves are in SD, then the 11 end

kl equations in Eqs. (19) are the same. If both

curves have the Neumann condition given, then the

equations are the same except that the coefficients

‘or ‘il ‘d ‘kl
are interchanged. In any case, one

of the equations can be replaced by

‘kl
- Til =0 .

If both curves have the Neumann condition given, then

the change does not have to be made.

Cases 4 end 5 are related..Assume that SiG3D

and SkeC. For case 4, replace the 11 equation in

Eqs. (19) by the third equation in Eqs. (18) evalu-

ated at ‘= ‘il
+ hi/2, end replace the kl equation

by the first equation in Eqs. (1.8)evaluated at

t= tti - hk/2. For case 5 we simply replsce the kl

equation by

‘kl1
= f(til) .

Cases 6 and 7 are treated slmst the same. As-

sume that S ES and S EC.
iN k

For case 6, we simply re-

place the 11 equation inEqs. (19) by

’11 ‘Tkl=O .

For case 7, we simply replace the il equation in Eqs.

(19) by

Til ‘Tkl’=O “

Cases 8, 9, end 10 are related. Case 10 could

be handled by the same method as case 9, but the

method of treat!m?ntin case 10 Is more accurate.

For cases 8 and 10, we replace either the il or kl

equation in Eqs. (19) by

.

\

.
.-
.

,.
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‘kl -TLl=O ‘

For case 9, we simply replace the il and kl equations

ofEqs. (19) by the second pert ofEqs. (18) evalu-

-. ated ~t t = t~1 + hi/2 end t = tkl - hk/2.

Cnse 11 can occur only when at least three sub-

. . regions meet at one point. Assume that SieC1 and
.

Skec? Then change the kl equation to

‘ii’ - ‘kl= 0 “

If the stated problem happens to be interior

nnd to have no Dirlchlet boundary conditions,then

the potential u is unique only up to an additive con-

.

-.

.

..

stant. To fix this, the

i
TA(S)dS = O

is imposed for programs

striction

restriction

i) and (iii), and the re-

i
TA(S)rdS = O

is imposed for programs (ii) and (iv). It has been

found satisfactoryto simply replace the equation

correspondingto t2 in Eqs. (19) by this restriction.

For the Neumann problem on an infinite region G, no

restrictionson TA(s) are necesssry because of the

assumptionthat U(V,W) + O as (v,w) - _ .

VIII. APPROXIMATIONOF A AND E IN TRE X-y PLANE

The approximationsto be discussed here can also

be used to evaluate ~. (1) once the unknown boundary

vnlues have been computed. For both the known end un-

known boundary values, we approximate

u(s) ‘U(S)A= k:”(tk)O~(s),
and

NT au(tk)

~’[~~=k:l~’k(s) ~

where ek(s) is 8s defined above. Replacing the func-

tions u md ih.@ by their approximationsin Eqs. (1)

and (5) shows that one need only be eble to approxi-

mate

~Qk(d@)d9 ,
and (21)

J0 (S) ~ ln(:)ds .
,k

Here r= r(s,x,y) = {Ix(s)-x]2+ [Y(S)-y]2)*. To

evaluate the approximate solution, the pair (x,y)

nmst be allowed to range over all G and S. When we

evaluate A and E, the pair (x,y) k. restricted to

the values [x(tk),y(tk)]for k= 1, 2, . . . , NT

and, possibly, the intermediatevalues at the end

points of the boundary sections.

Three different methods are used to approximate

the integrals lnEq. (21). To explain the three

methods, we need more notation. Let Tk = [Slek(s)+ol.

Define the function h(s) for se(O,d) by

k -1 k
h(s) . hk for y ISi<s s x I.SL .

i=1 i.1

Given a fixed 13k(s)and a point (x,Y), the three

methods correspond approximatelyto the three cases:

(a) For every Sdfk r(s,x,y) z7h(s) ,

(b) For some scTk r(s,x,y) = O,

(c) The complement of (a) and (b).

For case (a), the functions 3/3V ln[r(s,x,y)]and

ln[r(s,x,y)]are smooth when thought of as functions

of the variable s. The integrals in Eq. (21) can be

approximatedaccurately by a New_ton-Cotesformula.

For example, assume that tk is the start of the bound-

ary section SJ(k). Looking at the first integral

in Eq. (21), we have

. 1

2h;(k)

t
k+2

/
(s-tk+l)( 1.-tk+2)ln[& ds

k

2hJ(k)

‘~~ [s-hj(k)][s-2hj(k)]ln[r(s+~k,x,y)~s”
2hj(k)

]}For i = O, 1, 2, 3, 4, let ~i = -ln{r[ihj(k)/2ttk,x,Y .

Using Eq. 3.5.13 ofRef. 6, we get

2hj(k)

‘~ [s-hj(k)][s-2hj(k)}n[r(s+~,x,y)}s

(22)

By combining the terms, we need compute only one

logarithm. The second integral in Eq. (21) can be
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treated in exactly the same way. When Ok(s) is nmre

involved,we have only to sum two integrals similar

to the one given above. The method discussed for

case (a) can be replaced by that used for case (c).

However, the methcd used for case (a) is faster.

For cases (b) and (c), the approximationis mre

difficult. Looking at the definition of ek(s), one

can easily see that to compute the integrals in Eq.

(21) it is sufficienttibe able to compute

and

t
k+l

N(k,i) = { (S-tk) If&ds ,‘1
1

k

t
k+l

D(k,i) =
L [ 1(s-tk)i~ln~ ds

k

(23)

fork= l,2,... , NC-l and i= O, 1, 2. Thus,

we will discuss only the approximationof the inte-

grals in Eq. (23). As a point of interest,note that

D(k,O) can always be computed explicitly. However,

this fact will not be used.

Using the definition of 3/3v and r(s,x,y), it

follows that

D(k,i) =

.

‘k+l ~r(s,x,y)

/
(S-tk)i ~ *

k

t
k+, ,{[x(s)-x]~- [As)-Y]~}

J
(S-tk)

s d8.

k
r2(s,x,y)

In what immediately follows, we restrict the dis-

cussion to case (c). For (x,Y) fixed and s~(tk,tk+l),

the functions ([x(s)-xIY’(s)- [Y(s)-YIx’(s)]ad

r2(s,x,y) will be approximatedby polynomials of de-

gree two. Set

P(s-tk) = as2 + bs + c ~r2(s,x,y) ,

and

q(s-tk) = as2+6s + y= {[x(s)-xly’(s)

- [Y(S)-YIX’(S)) , (24)

and choose a, b, c, a, ~, end y such that the above

approximationsare true at s = tk, tk+l and

(tk+~+tk)/20 Define DA(k,i) and NA(k,i) as the ap-

proximationsto the integralsD(k,i) and N(k,i) re-

28

suiting from the use of the polynomials p(s) and q(s).

Then we have

‘k+l
N(k,i)- NA(k,i) = -

1
(s-tk)i ln[p(s-tk)lds

k

‘J(k) 1
=-

J s ln[p(s)lda ,

and (25)
t
k+l

D(k,i) s DA(k>i) =
J

j,q(s-tk)

(S-tk) ~~ds

k

‘j(k)si
=~ #ds .

Both NA(k,i) and DA(k,i) can be computed explicitly

for any given polynomialsp(s) and q(s) of degree

two. However, round-off can be a problem whenever

l~~(k)/cl gets small.

For case (b), r(s,x,y) = O for some ‘6(tk)tk+l)-

If we are generating the matrix A and the vector E,

CUKIr(s,x,y). 0 for some se(tk,tk+l)jthen either

+t )/2,x,yr(tk,x,y)= o) r(tk+~~x>y)= ‘~ ‘r ‘[(tk+l k

= o. If we compute values of the solution, and

r(s,x,y) grows small or is zero for some se(tk,tk+l)

then we can use the values of u and iN.@n computed

at the closest point on the boundary to give an ap-

proximation to the solution. Hence, we csn assume

that r(s,x,y) is only zero when generating A and E.

Here we will assume that r(tk,x,y)= O. The other

cases are treated similarly.

The integrelN(k,i) is approximatedin somewhst

the same way as in case (c). The only difference

is that p(s) is chosen differently. Here p(s) = S2

(as+b), with aandb chosen sothatp(s-tk) = r2(s,x,Y)

ats=t
k+12

and (tk+tk+l)/2. Hence, ve also get

p(s-tk) = r (s,x,y) and

~(s-tk) . <(%-)
ds

at s= t .
k

Using the approximation

t
k+l

N(k,i) -NA(k,i) = ~f (S-tk)i ln[p(s-tk)lds

k

“’(k)si ln[p(s)lds“+~ >

it follows that NA(k,i) can be integrated explicitly.

.-.

.
.-
..
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However, there can be problems due to round-off If

!tiJ(k)/bl is small.

For case (b)’the integralD(k,i) is treated as

in case (a). However, the integrand

~ ln[
1
= - {(X(S)-XIY’(S)-[Y(S)-YIX’(S)I

* r2(s,x,y)

is not well-definednt s = tk becuuse both the numer-

ator and denominator are zero. Using L’Hospital’a

rule, it is easy to show that

s:; ~ ‘n[~]= $[yt(t,)x’’(tk)-y’’(t~)(t~)])] o

Now define a polynomial q(s) = as2 + 8S = y such that

q(o) = 4[Y’(tk)x’’(tk)-x’(tk)Y”(tk)l ,

and
(tk+tk+l) .

~ inq(s-tk) = ~v [ 1*
for s = tk+l,

2

Then, approxltmete

D(k,i) =DA(k, i) =

.

71(‘-%)id ‘-tk~s

‘k

‘J(k) 1

J a q(a)da .
0

If the boundary la a line segment or a circular

,rc for se(tk,tk+l),and r(a,x,y) = O for some

Sc(tkjtk+l), then a/avln[l/r(s,x,y)] is constent

and the approximationis exact.

IX. APPROXIMATIONOF A AND E IN THE z-r PLANE

The npproximstionsdiacuased here are more in-

volved then those in the previous section. The goal

is to be able to approximatethe IntegralsofEq. (~~),

given below, to within e relative error of about 10 .

This ia absolutelythe best error estimate that one

can expect for any problem using programs (ii) and

(iv). The method of approximationdiacuased here Is

applicableto at least one other partial differential

equetion and probably rime.

The approximationshere, Just as in the x-y

plane, can also be used to evaluate Eq. (14) as well

es to compute A and E. Define UA(S) and ZhA(a)/W

just as in Sec. VIII. Again, it is obvious that one

need only be able to evaluate

J’”k-
and (26)

f“kk- “
4ro

Here m=
(z-g) 2+(r-p)2+4rp “

The two integrals in Eq. (26) are evsluated by

using Gaussian quadrature schemes. However, the num-

ber of points in the scheme and the type of Gaussian

quadrature scheme varY. The number of pointa used

in the Gausaian quadrature scheme for my given case

was derived from a numerical study. Aa in the X-Y

plane, the integralsof Eq. (26) can be reduced to

integralsof the form

for i=0,1,2, andk= 1,2, . . ..N1-1. There

are four different types of Gaussian quadrature

schemes used to approximatethe integmls of Eqs. (27).

They correspond to the four cases:

(a) [2-<(s)12+ [r-p(s)12#0 for all s~(tk,tk+l)

,andr{O,

(b) [Z-C(S)12+ [r-p(s)]2= O for some s~(tk,tk+l)

and r ~ O,

(c) [z-~(s)12+ [r-p(s)12+ O for all s~(tk,tk+l)

and r = O,

(d) [Z-L(S)12+ [r-p(s)]2= O for some se(tk,tk+l)

and r = O.

Before describing the schemes, we will examine
2

the integrand for ~ more closely. Let d~=(z-02+(p-r) .

Then

Using the derivative formula given in Ref. 10, p. 521,

we get
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Here E(m) is the elliptic Integral of the second

kind, end m’ = 1 - m. Now if t is the integration

variable used on the curve S, then

*= += -~(t) ,

and

.&J {~+4rtit)}$#r-4dt)r[~ ‘~+w ‘]}
av “ rd%d+-)r12

LU - J

[ 1‘*
(-d~4r~(t)~p(t)<[C(t)-z]6(t)-[p(t)-rl~(t)}).

[
.

d~+4p(t)r 2

Hence,

(d~+krp)3/%(m)

“*+ ,r@,
o 0

{

-d~kr~-8pr[(~-z) fi-(p-r)/]

( d~+kp)2 }

Thus, the integrend for%(k,i) has a logarithmic

singularityand a singularitysiml.larto D(k,l) in

the x-y plane. The integrend forxhas only a log-

arithmic singularity. Now we will discuss the

Gaussian quadrature scheme correspondingto case (a). L“

k% PI(s), P,(s), P5(s), and P4(s) be second-desree .
polynomials,and let P5(s) be a third-degreepoly- -.

nomial such that

t
1. .Pl(-tk) = P(s)

k+l+tk
for s = tk, ~, t

k+l

tk+l+tk
2. P2(s-tk) = d:(s) for S= tk,~, tk+l

3. Pj(s-tk) = [C(s)-zlb(s)-[p(s)-rl{(s)

‘k+l+tk
for s = tk, ~, tk+l

t
4. P4(s-tk) = j(s)

k+l+tk
for s = tk, ~, tk+l

end

‘k+l+tk
5. P5(s-tk) = d:(s) for S= tk, ,—, tk+l and

d~(S) ‘k+l+tk
&P5(s-tk) =* fors=~ .

Define EM(s-tk) = 4rP1(s-tk)/[4rP1(s-tk)+P5(s-tk)1.

Letwl>w,, . ..>wm be the weights, and%l, %’2,

. . . . TM be the abscissae, for an IM point Gaus-

sian quadrature scheme with weight function 1.

That is,

See Stroud sod f3ecrest.
I.1

Set~&=?h Lj(k) ‘or
t= 1, 2, . . . ,J.M. Now, using the”changeof

‘Uiabl’es’ ‘= ‘s-tk)/hj(k)’‘e appropriate‘he ‘n-
tegral.

~(k,i) = {l~j(k)]ip~hj(k) +tk]

.

-

,’)

.

..
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snd the integral

.-

-.

(’
2K(m[th ~k)+tkl)hj(k)

{[ )‘~thJ(k)+tk]ArP~thj( k)+tk]}~ ‘t

by

fi(k,i) = hj(k) ~lWL(SL)i [[KIM(Et)l-E[~(SL)l]p4

(SL)-E[m(SL)lp1(SL)p5(SL)/p2(SL))/[p5(sL)+4rp1(s1,)]*.

The choice of IM here depends on the minimum

values of the ratios do(s)/hj(kland p(s)/hj(k) for

s~(tk)tk+l). I.&lis chosen so tha~8the integrals

have a relative error of about 10 . One might rea-

sonably usk why two differentpolynomials are used

to approximated:(s). The approximationto d:(s)

is nmst critical. Hence, the third-degreepolynomial

P,_(s)is used. The ratio ([~(s)-z]~(s)-[p(s)-r]~(s)]

/d~(s) is elso importent. Moreover, as was men-

tioned for the x-y plane, this ratio is constant for

many important cases. Without modifying the input,

it is not practical to approximate the numerator by

a similar third-degreepolynomial, end if one does

not, the ratio of the polynomial approximationsis

not constant for the important cases. Hence, we use

polynomialsthat will make the ratio constant for

these ceses.

We discuss next the Gnusslan quadrature scheme

correspondingto case (b). For simplicitywe assume

that d~(tk) = O. Because of our assumptionsconcern-

ing the parametric representationof the boundary,

there exists a smooth function~(s), such that

d:(s) = (s-tk)2#(s) and~(tk) = 1. There SISO

exist four polynomialsQ1, Q2, Qj, Rnd Q4 each of

degree Pour such thst

K(m) ‘Ql(m’) +Q2(m’)log(m’) ,

E(m) aQ3(m’) +Q4(m’)log(m’) ,

and the maximum relstive error in these two approxi-
-8

mations is 2 x 10 . SeeRef. 9, pp. 591-592. Be-

cause

mt=l- m= d~(s)/(d~+4rp)= (s-tk)2~(s)

/(d~+krp) ,

we have

~()K(m) ‘Ql(m’) + Q2(m’) log —
d~~rp

and

E(m) ~ Q3(m’

+Q2(m’) log[(s-tk)2]

()q+Q4(m’) log —
d~+krp

+ Q4(m’) loi3[(s-tk)2]

For ease of notation below, set

;1 =

K1(m,&’) =

K2(m) =

El(m,%’) =

snd

E2(m)

‘et ‘1’
ebove.

.

‘5‘

Ql(m’) +Q2(m’) lodii’)

Q2(m’) log[(s-tk)2] ,

Q3(m’) + Q4(m’) log (R’)

Q4(m’) log[(s-tk)21 .

,

end Pk be the same polynomials defined

Choose P2 and P3 such that

$P2(s-tk) = O(s) at s= tk,(tk+l+tk)/2, tk+l ,

end

pj(s-tk) = lim{[~(t)-zl~(t)-[p(t)-rl~(t))
tks

/d~(S) at s = tk, (tk+l+tk)/2,tk+l .

Set EM(s) = krP1(s)/[4rP1(s)+P5(s)]end~(s) = P2(s)

/[4rP1(s)+P5(s)]. Let~, u2, . . . ,fi be the

weights and let gl, ~2, . . . , ~ be the abscissas

for en I.Mpoint Gaussian quadrature scheme with

weight function log(t). That is,
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;Iog(t)f(t)dt=? UJtf(gL) .
0 &l

See Stroud and Secrest.11 Set nt= ~Lhj(k) for

L.=1,2, . . ..IM. Using the change of variables

t = (s-tk)/hJ(k)jwe

by

Ix
N(k,i) -hJ(k) X Wt

+1

w

approximatethe integral~(k,i)

I
2KJml(sL),-%i4(sL)1

(St)‘Pl(6L)
[P5(sL)+4rP1(sL)l*I
2K2[EM(ll )1

+ 2hJ(k) :lUJL (nL)ipl(qL) I[P5(~L)+4rP1(nL)l*‘

and the integral~(k,l.)by

- El[~(sL),~(sL)11p4(sL) ‘El[@sL)>

+ 4rP1(nL)l* .

The s ‘s and w 1s used here are the same as those
L t

used in the previous approximationsfor ~ and~.

Finally let us consider the two cases when

r = O. The two integrals in Eq. (27) then reduce

to

‘k+l (s-tk)fp(s)ds
%(k,i) =

1
do(s) >

k

For case (C), PI, p2~ and P are the SSJM as in

case(a) . yand~ere appr~xlmstedby

and
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For case (d), the approximationis similar, except

that the polynomlala are defined differently. As-
\“

auming that d~(tk) = 0, then pl~ p2> and P are de-
3

fined by the relationa -.

pl(S-tk)= f)(s)/(s-tk) for a = (t~+l+tk)/2$ ‘k+l

pl(s-tk) = dp(a)/ds for s =

p2(s-tk) = d~(s-tk)/(s-tk)2for s

P2(s-tk) = 1 for s = tk ~

and

‘k ‘

= (tk+l+tk)/2$‘k+l

P5(s-tk) = :*:
{

[C(s)-zl;(s)-pt

}

for s = tk,
d:(s)

‘k+l+tk
—, t

2 k+l .

~andfiare approximatedby

and

%(k,i)=hj(k) ~w (s )ipl(sL)p3(st)/[p2(sL)li s~ltt

x. MISCELLANEOUSMATHEMATICALNCY1’ES

Once the matrix A

generated, the matrix

Az=E ,

and the vector E have been

equation,

(31)

must be solved for the vector z = (zl,z2,....@T.

This problem can be solved by an iterative technique

or by a direct method such es Gauasian elimination.

For a Neumann problem, an iterative technique is

usually faster than Gaussian elimination;for a

Dirichlet problem, the opposite Is true; end for a

mixed problem, there is no fixed rule. Only Gaus-

aian elimination is used in the four programs dia-

cuesed here.

The error analysis that follows is directly

applicableonly to program (i). However, the re-

sults apply to each of the prosrams. Let z be the

vector in Eq. (31). Define ‘A(a) = $~gk(s)zk,

.
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fA(s) = Zek(s)f(tk) , and gA(s) = Zek(s)g(tk) .

k ‘ith ‘kcsD k ‘ith ‘kesN

The approximatesolution,~(x,y), to the stated

problem is

Ul(x,y) = &
[i

gA(s)ln(~)ds+
J
zA(s)ln(+)ds

N D

-i
Z*(S) ~ ln(~)ds -

J 1
fA(s) ~ ln(~)ds .

N D

If the boundsry S consists only of line segments,

then all integralscan be evaluated exactly. In

this case, we have

[ klU(X,Y)-Ul(X,Y)l S& (g-gA)ln(~)ds
I

N

k!+ (T-zA)ln(*)ds +f(T-z& +ds
D. %

Ii 11
+ .(f-fA)~ln(~)ds S [l+llA-111]O(h3).

D

Here we essume the existence of bounded third deriv-

atives to get lg-gAl 4 0(h3), If-f I ~ 0(h3), end

I.T-zAl~ I’T-TAl+ IT
-4

A-zA[ < [l+IIA ll]O(h3).For the

Neumann problem with a different d.iscretization,it

cen be shown that llA-lllis bounded independentof

the number of pointa NT, if NT is large enough. For

mixed problems and Dirichlet problems, numerical

studies suggest that llA-lll< 0(1/h), except for a

special case to be discussed later. Thus, using

the scheme explained above, we can expect 0(h2) ac-

curacy. However, the order of accuracy is arbitrary,

end we can use whatever order is convenient. When

the boundary S does not consist of line segments,

there is also an error due to the approximationof

the Integrals in Eq. (21). However, es long as we

do not have cusps, or as long as hj, dlvlded by the

minimum radius of curvature on S., remains small for

J= 1,2,..., NDCT, this err~r remains negligible.

One might ask about the uniqueness of a solution,

T, to the systemof Eqs. (11). What follows has been

proved only for the x-y plane. If the region G Is

homogeneousand S haa no corners, then Eq. (11) be-

comes

T(t) + :

?J

T(s)K(s,t)ds = E(t) for teSN ,

and

~~T(a)K(s,t)~= E(t) forteSD . (11-A)

Kellner12 has studied the homogeneous problem associ-

ated with Eq. (11-A), i.e., E(t) = Cl. He has shown

that if SD # O, then there is a nontrivial solution

if and only if the transflnlte diameter of G is
13

equal to 1. See Hille for a definition of trans-

finite diameter. Thus, we can expect the matrix A

in Eq. (31) to be singular if, and only if, G has

transfinite diameter 1. This problem does not occur

very often, but it doea occur with the unit circle.

The difficulty can be eliminated by scaling the re-

gion G so tha$ it does not have transfinite diameter

1. liecan numerically compute the transfinite diam-

eter of a given region G using programs (i) and (iii),

by simply scaling the region G so that the matrix A

is singular.

XI. PRO~AM STRUCTURE

We will attempt to explain .1OWthe four routines

are programmed. Associated with each routine are a

number of auxiliary subprograms. For instance, the

subpro~am LAPLD~ uses the subprograms:

(1) E

(2) I.API.lYl

(3) ECSW

(4) FN

(5) QV

(6) BDRZ

(7) ORADFN

(8) QG

(9) REGNSEL

(10) ROWSTOR

(11) ECW

(12) m

(13) EZ!RD .

TO use L4PIDRS, one needs

(8) and(l), @us the two

(14) ELLINT

and

(15) ELLINT2 .

To use LAPI.ACE,one needs

all of the above except

subprograms:

the first eight subprograms

and program (13). LAPLARS needs (2) to (7) and (13)

to (15). Although these 15 subprograms have the same

name, they vary slightly depending on which of the

four programs they are associated with.
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Before we discuss the actual program structure,

a descripticmof the general storage scheme is in

order. Alrmst all the variables mentionedbelow

are placed in common storage end used by several

subroutines. Most of the storage discussed here Is

used to define the boundary. In the four programs,

the variables are named es though they lay in the

x-y plane. This makes it rather difficult to fol-

low progams (ii) end (iv), because all the z-coor-

dinates are called x-coordinatesend all the r-coor-

dinates are called y-coordinates. However, it does

mesn that most of the FORTRAN statements ere common

to all four programs.

We will discuss the storage scheme for programs

(l.)and(ii) first. Let Si be the ith boundary sec-

tion given as input, end let Si have the Per~etric

representationf[xi(t),yi(t)]lt~(o~di)] ~th resPect

to arc length. Define XTi to be the number in the

ninth field of the Lth boundary data card, that is

columns 74 to 76. The following variables have one

entry for each boundary section.

EC(i) = di= length of the boundary section,

Ill?(i)= eighth data field of boundary data card,

i.e., COhllll72,

SD(i) = hi= DC(i)/(K’fi-l),

Kv(i+l) = xv(i) +XTi, [xv(l)= 01.

The following variables are used to atore the coor-

dinates of boundary points.

X[j+xv(i)l = xi[(j-l)hi] for j=l,p,...t~i >

Y[j+w(i)l = y,[(j-l)h+]for j=l,2,...,KT, ,

xN[J+xv(i)

YN[j+mqi)

s &i[(J-&i@ forj=l)pj~””~
XTi ,

= dxi[(j-l)hi]/dt for 3-1,2,...,
.,.W
‘“i ‘

[

*i(t) d2@) 1Wi(t) d2+)G[j+XV(i)].~T— -——
dt2

at
dt2

evd.iated at t = ($-l)hiforj= 1, 2, ....~i ,

xI[j+xv(i)]= xi[(j-3/2)hi]for J=2,3,...,mi ,

YI[j+xv(i)]= yi[(J-3/2)hi]for j=2,3,...,~i ,

d.ri[(J-3/2)hil
XIN[j+KV(i)]= ~ for j=2,3,...,~i,

dxi[(J-3/2)hil
YIN[j+XV(i)]= ~ for j=2,3,...JTi.

Sefore the unknown boundary values are computed, the

variablesD[j+xv(i)l for j = 1, 2, .... XTi contain
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the known boundary values correspondingto the points

(X[j+XV(i)],Y[j+W(i)]],end thevariable F is the

same as the vectorE in Eq. (20). After the unknown

boundary values have been computed, the variables

D[j+XV(i)],F[j+@l)l for j = lJ 2) “-0$ ‘i

contain the normal derivative end the potentiti,re-

spectively,for the points (x[j+m(i) ],Y[j+~(i)]?.

TO illustratethis lat i = 1, ml = 5 and assume that

Sl= {[cos(t),sin(t)l/te(O,%)]iS the unit circleo

Figure 14 shows how the variables correspond to this

problem. At every point [X(J),y(J)],the Vector

[XN(j),-yN(j)]Is the unit exterior normal vector to

s. The points [XI(.j),YI(J)]and the vector (nN(J),

-~N(j)l aatisfY the same relation” ~tween ‘ach

pair of boundary values there is one set of boundary

points that are used only to define the boundary bet-

ter. This choice Is arbitrWY; there could be none

or whatever number is desired.

The verisble NDC is the total number of bouncle.ry

sections. For programs (t) and (ii) it is the same

se the variable NDCT defined earlier. The variable

N =XV(~+l). For progrene (i) end (ii) it is the

same as the variable NT defined in Sec. 111.

Now consider programs (iii) and (iv). The main

difference is that in this case the boundary data for

one specified subregion only is stored for use at

any given time. The informationfor any subregion

is stored in exactly the same way as the whole region

is stored forprogr- (i) and (ii). Thus, NDC con-

(X(2), Y(2)),F(2LD(2)

‘“(3’8y1n)’y1(2)’

(x(3), Y(3)),
F(3),0(3)

( )
(x(l),Y(l)),

IF(I), O(II

t
(X(5), YM
F(5), O(5)

‘XX(4)Y1(W(
(%(4),Y(4)),F(4L 0(4)

Fig. 14. Distribution of points on a circle.
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tains the number of boundary sections for the selected

subregion, and [x(l),Y(l)]is the first boundary point

of the first boundary section of the selected 6ubre-

gion. The subroutineREGNSEL stores the infor=tion

for the selected subregion. The indexed boundary data

in the labeled common ZLAP are subregion oriented end

are stored by REGNSEL. The other labeled common stor-

age remains fixed throughout the computation.

The solution in any subregion is dependent on the

boundary data from all of the subregions. Hence,

there must be some variables concerned with the prob-

lem as a whole. The variable NRE is the total num-

ber of subregions. The subre@.onsare numbered con-

secutively,1, 2, . . . , NRE. The variableND(J)

forJ = 1, 2, . . . , NRE gives the number of bound-

ary sections in the Jth subregion. The variable

ICH(J) = ~~~ ~(K) for J = 2, 3, . . . , NRE, end

ICH(l) = O; ICH(J) is the number of boundary sec-

tions preceding the Jth subregion. The variable

ND2T is the nu”mberof boundary sections for the whole

problem. If the boundary section S1 # C2, then the

variable IC(I) = O. See Sec. VI for the definition
2

Oft. If S1 E C2, then IC(I) is the number of the

common boundary section that is the same as S1 but

with opposite direction. The variableRA(I) is re-

lated to the a value. IfS1 # C2, then RA(I) = 1,
2

andifS1eC, then RA(I) . -u
IC(I)/”I”

The variable NT is the number of unknown bound-

ary values for the whole problem. Before the un-

known boundary values are computed, the indexed varia-

ble IT correspondsto the vector E in Eq. (20).

After the unknown boundary values have been computed,

they are stored in FT. The way the boundary values

are stored is probably not so satisfactoryas It

could be. IfS1 e C1, then the first 2 lCP.lwords of

El’are used to store the unknown boundary values on

‘1” All of the computed unknown values for the poten-

tial precede those for the normal derivative. If S1

/C1, then the first KTlworde on FTare used to

store the unknown boundary values on S1. IfS2 e C2,

then the unknown boundary values for S2 are already

stored in FT. If S2 e C1, then the next 2KT2 words of

ET are used to store the unknown boundary values on

‘2“ If S2 j!C, then the next K1’2words of ET’are

used to store the unknown boundary values on S2. The

unknown boundary values for the remaining boundary

sections are stored in the same manner. The variable

IE(I) is used as a pointer to tell where in Fl?the

unknown boundary values for S1 are stored. If S1

#C2, then IE(I) is the number inFl! of the first

unknown boundary value for S1. IfS1 e C2, then

IE(I) is the ~umber +1 in IT of the last boundary

‘due ‘n SIC(I)”
This is because the boundary values

for S1 can be derived from those of S
IC(I)’

except

that th~~ are in reverse order. The variable IX(L)

=1+ f=lKTiforL= 2,3,... ,NDcT, endIX(l)

. 1. This variable is similar to KV, except that KV

is defined only for subregions. The variable KSEL

has the number of the subregionwhich was last se-

lected.

Most of the following discussion is applicable

to all four programs. There are a number of other

variables in common storage which perform various

jobs. Most of these variables are initialized in FN

end used In QV. We will not discuss them. The other

variables and their functions are as follows. BZ

is a logical variable used to indicate when the un-

known boundary values have been computed. BZ=F

if, end only If, the unknown boundary values have

been computed. The variable is used by the plot

routine to determine whether anything but the bound-

ary should be plotted. The variable EZ is also used

by FN to tell whether the approximate solution is de-

sired, or merely the inte~els in Eqs. (21) or (26).

The variables CN(I) end CD(I) for I = 1, 2, . . . ,

NT are used by the routine FN to store the integrals

inEqs. (21) and (26). The indexed variable Q is

used to store the integrals In Eqs. (22) and (27).

Assuming that one is using program (ii), for instance,

a cell to QV(I) will cause the followingnumbers to

be stored in Q:

Q(J) = B(I,J-1) for J = 1, 2, 3

Q(J+3) = ~(I,J-1) for J = 1, 2, 3.

See Eq. (27) for the definition of~andv. The

variable Q is elso used by the gradient routine to

store similar integrals. The logical variable RI is

used to indicate whether a point is, or is not, in

the region G. After e call to FN(S,T), the variable

RI = T if, and only if, (S,T) c G. IfRI = F, then

FN is set equal to -O. The variableRI is used by

the plot routine, but it is in coumm storage and is

available to a user.

The subroutineFN has the formal parameters

(S,T). To make

they are put in

and T is stored

these two variables available to QV,

commn storage; S is stored in V,

in V. Assume that one makes a call
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to FN, and that the point (S,T) Is very close to the

boundary. By finding the point (~,!!)on the boundary

closest to (S,T) one can approximate

2 AMW9 . (32)u(S,T),-u(~,?’)- [( S-~2+(T-m ] ~

This approximationassumes

reentrant corner, in which

similar but more involved.

and FB are all used in the

that (~,?’)is not at a

case the approximationis

The veriablesDP, MEl,

approximationofEq. (32).

The variable DP is used both as an indicator and as a

storage location for the minimum distance. Whenever

DP + 10100, then Eq. (32) has been used by QV to com-

pute the solution. The routine QV uses DP to store

the minimum distance to the boundary ifEq. (32) is

used. The approximationis stored in the verlable

FB. The verlable FB= O. if, and only if, (S,T) /G.

The variableMEl Is used to determine whether or not

the point (~,~ is at a corner. Corners can occur

only at the ends of boundary sections.

To determine if a given point (S,T) is in G, one

must first determine whether G is em exterior or ex-

terior region. The variable AR Is a discrete approxi-

mation to

(33)

The Integral is minus the area enclosed by S. See

Ref. 2, pp. 311-314. If G is an interior region,

then AR is approximatelyminus the area of G. If G

is an exterior region> then AR is the area of the com-

plement of G. Even though S need not be closed In

the z-r plane, the approximationis 8till valid be-

cause the z-axis is a boundary in our generalized

sense. The indexed variable ARR is used by programs

(iii) and (iv). ARR(l) is the integrelof Eq. (33)

on the subregion G .
i

This indexed variable is needed

for these two programs because of the possibility of

having both interior and exterior subregions In one

problem.

The logical variable BQ is used as an indicator

by the subroutineFN to determine whether or not the

subroutineQV encountered case (a) of Sec. VIII.

BQ= T if, and Only if, case (a) was applicable. If

B2= T, then the integrals ofEq. (21) were computed

directly in QV, end if BQ= F, then the integrals of

Eq. (22) were computed in QV.

Most of the above variebles are dimensioned.
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The problem size Is limited by the dimensions of

these variables end by the size of the matrix A

which is NT x NT. The variable FI’must be of at

least NT length. The variables F, D, CD, CN, G, X,

Y, XN, YN, XI, YI, XIN, and YIN must have dimensions

as large as the number of approximationpoints for

the largest subproblem. Forprogran& (i) and (ii)

they must be as large as the total number of approxi-

mation points. The variables ND, DC, ID’,IC, IX, IE,

andRA must all have dimensions at least NDCT, and NV

must have the dimension NDCT + 1. The variablesND,

ARR, andICH must have dimensions at least NRE. Fi-

nally, there are some variables,namely FF, M, AL,

EE, R, B, GAl, andKT, all used in REGNSEL, that mast

have dimensions as large as those ofKV. These veri-

ables are equivalence, and some care is necessary

when changl.ngtheir dimensions.

We will now discuss the individual.subprograms.

EC Is a real function used to read current data cards

and set up branch cuts if they exist. Probably more

important,the subprogramgives the user a simple

way to use superpositionof soltitions.W is exactly

the same for programs (i) and (Iii). The function

tan-l(y-yc/x-xc)with -n< ten
-1

< n has a branch

cut starting at the point (XC,YC) and running parallel

to the x-axis to x = A. The program 133merely adds

one of these functions for each current source. The

variable EC corresponds to current and determines

the discontinuityacross the branch cuts. The vari-

ables XC and YC correspond to the point (XC,YC).

The variable NB3 is the total number of branch cuts.

The subprogram has three entry points. Entry point

IX evaluates the branch cut functions if they exist,

and entry point lZN evaluates the derivative of the

branch cut functions Lf they exist. Entry point I12R

reads current data cards if they exist.

The subroutineLAPW1’ plots equipotentia-1curves

or gradient curves. The program also plots the bound-

ary. The program has four entry points, the purpose

of each of which is explained in Sec. IV. The plot

routine has only sllght differences for e=h of the

four programs, the min differencebeing the use of

the gradient function In programs (1) and (111) as

opposed to programs (Ii) and (iv). See the routine

~~ below.

The variable IM in LAPIiYTis used to count the

number of curves that have been plotted and Is set

equal to zero on each entry into the subroutine. The

.
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variablesXS and YS contain tha starting point for

the curve being processed. The variable SH contains

the step size used to construct the curves. The sign

of KS determines the direction of travel along the

equipotentislor gradient curve. When one constructs

the curves, the plot goes from the point [xP(l),

YP(l)] to the point [XP(2),YP(2)]. The gradient

values correspondingto [XP(l),YP(l)]are sdways

stored in FXO and FYO. If the gradient vector at

[XP(l),YP(l)]dotted with the gradient vector at

[XP(2),YP(2)]iS negative, the curve turns more then

~“ in one step and probably does not.make sense. If

this is the case, the curve is discontinued.

The ftlm plotter has a resolution of one part in

1024 for both the x end y directions. By the time

the grid lines and the scale have been drawn In, the

resolution is down to one part in 8k0 for the equi-

potentiel and gradient curves. For the equipotential

curves, it was arbitrarilydecided that the computed

resolution in the rectangle derived from XMIN, YhIIN,

XMAX, and YMAX would be one pert in 1680. Thus, any

point [xP(2),YP(2)]computed to be on a given equi-

potential curve will have at most an error of (YMAX

-YMIN)/1680in the y-coordinateendof (xMAX-xMIN)/

1680 in the x-coordinate. This choice does not el-

WSYS give the full resolution of the plotter, but it

is a compromisebetween computationtime and the best

possible resolution.

Constructionof the equipotentislcurves Is easy.

Assume that IN3is the value of the equipotentlal,and

that [xP(I),YP(I)]was the lest point to be plotted.

Because [XP(l),YP(l)]is not always exactly on the

equipotentialcurve, let F2 be the value of the po-

tential at [XP(l),YP(l)I. Also, let FX and FY be the

values of the gradient at [XP(l),YP(l)]. The first

guess for the next point on the curve ia

XP(2) = XP(l)-HH*FY/(~2+F@ +(F0-F2)*FX/(FX2+&)

YP(2) = YP(l)+HH@(FX2+l@+(F0-F2)-/(FX2+@ .

(Y+)

The first term is a step of distance HK perpendicular

to the direction of the gradient vector. The second

term is a step parallel to the gre@ient vector, and

is deaignedto correct for errors in [xP(l),YP(l)].

If the point [XP(2),YP(2)]is not close enough to the

equipotentielcurve, then another estimate is made by

moving in the direction of the gradient vector at

[XP(*),YP(2)I. Such corrections are made until the

point either is close enough to the curve or does not

Improve satisfactorily,in which case the curve is

terminated.

The constructionof gradient curves is slightly

different from that of the equipotentialcurves.

There is no direct way to determine how close .sgiven

point is to an actual curve. In LAPIM’ the gradient

curves are approximatedby using a simple Runge-Kutta

scheme on the autonomus ayetem of ordinary differ-

ential equat%ons

*=uxrx(t),Y(t)l ,

*=uy[x(t),Y(t)l .

See Hildebrandla’4 fortias 6.15.15 and 6.15.16.

In terms of the variables used in I&lOT, the method

for any given step is

XP(2) = XP(l) +(q)(ux[xP(l),YP(l)l +Uxrxp(l)

+SHUXIXP(l),YP(l)I,YP(l)+HHUYIXP(l),YP(l)I)) ,

YP(2) = Y’P(l)+(q)(uy[xF(l),YP(l)l +Uy{w(l)

+SHUXIXP(l),YP(l)I,YP(l)+HHUYIXP(l),YP(l)II) . (35)

The subroutineECSW is simply a routine to read

end write rows of a matrix. It does the bookkeeping

on the size of the matrix and the storage location

of varioua elements. It also stores some variables

that are seldom used. The routine was written to

give the programs the capability to use external

storage. The subprogram 1s the saw for programs (i)

and (iI). Similarly, for programs (iii) and (Iv)

the aubprogrem is the same.

The subprogramsFN end QV together perform one

function. For programs (i) and (iii), they compute

the integrals in Eq. (21) and for programs (ii) and

(iv) they compute the integrals inEq. [26). In

both cases, the routine FN combines the integrals

with the appropriateb~~mdery values to give the

aPProx~~te 501UtiOn, if it is desired. For programs

(i) and (iii), the routines QV are identicelas they’

also are for programs (ii) end (iv). For esch of

the four programs, the routines FN are slightly dif-
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ferent. For programs (i) end (iii.),the routine QV

usually computes the integrals in Eq. (22), and the

routine FN combines the integrals to give the inte-

grals inEq. (21). However, in case (2) ofSec.

vIII, the routine QV computes the integrals in Eq.

(21) directly. For programs (ii) and (iv), the rou-

tine QV always computes the integrals in Eq. (27),

and FN combines the integrals to give the integrals

lnEq. (26). The routine FN does two other things.

First, it sets up veriabhs ue.edinQV. Second, it

combines the compute~ integralsto determine whether

the point used in the calculation is inside the re-

gion 0. The routine QV performs one other computa-

tion. If the given point at which the approximate

solution is desired happens to be near the boundary,

then QV computes the approximatesolution using the

values of u end 3u/13vat the nearest point on the

boundary.

Now let us consider how the routine FN computes

the integrels in Eq. (21) from the integrals inEq.

(22). For simplicity asaumethattk is the start

of the boundary section S
j(k)” The function j(k) is

defined in Sec. VII. From the definition of ek(s),

it follows that

I~-tk-hj(k)]~-tk-%j(k)l/2h~(k) for s~(tk,
ek(s) = tk+2)

[ o otherwise.

Hence, on (tk,~+l) It is true that

‘k(’)= [(s-tk)-hj(k)][(’-tk)-~j(k]]/2h:(k]
3(8-tk) (S-tk)a

=1-— —.+
2hj(k)

2h;(k)

On ‘tk+l’tk+2
), we have

k+~)[(‘-tk+l)-hj(k)l/~:(k)Ok(s) = (s-t

2 (S-q+l)(-~+1) -— .
.

2h;(k)
2hj(k)

Hence,

‘k+l ‘k+2
.
t

1
1‘k(s)ln~&~]ti + ~ Ok(s)ln[~ ds

k k+l

. N(k,O)-_+y+v -~ .
‘j(k)

2hj(k) 2hj(k)
‘j(k)

The other integral in Eq. (21) is treated exactly the

same. The integrals for the axially symmetric case

are elao treated the same way.

If we cell the routine FN in order to compute

the approximatesolution at some point (v,w), then

FN determines if tha point (v,w) is in the region 0,

or, in the case of programs (111) and (iv), if it

is in the previously selected subregion. This Is

done in one of two veya. Assume first that G ia en

interior region in the x-y plane, and that S has no

common boundaries. Then

1 {
O if(v,w) /GUS,

~ ln[r(s,v,w)lde= (36)
2rIif (v,w) e G.

If (v,w) is not close to the boundary, then the i.nte-

grel above is a by-product of the computationof the

approximatesolution. The caseowhen (v,w) is close

to the boundary is discussed later. If G is an ex-

terior region, then the result in Eq. (%) is exactly

opposite. If the region G has subregions,the ebove

result holds on each subregion. If the point (v,w)

c G, but It Is not in tha selected subregion when

one calls R?, then the routine FN selects each of

the other subregionsuntil it finda the one contain-

ing (v,w). For the z-r plane the method is the same

except that a different kernel is used inEq. (X).

The variable DIC is used to store the Integral

inEq. (36). The variable ADIC is used to store the

integral of the absolute value of the kernel. DIC

la compared to ADIC to determine whether or not the

integral in Eq. (36) is approximatelyzero.

The QV subroutinefor programs (i) and (iii) 1s

completelydifferent from the QV subroutine for pro-

~SMS (ii) and (iV)O Most of the basic theory be-

hlndtheae two subroutinesis covered in Sees. VIII

and IX. Here we discuss only the case in which we

want the approximate solution at the point (v,w), ~d

(v,w) Is close to the kmxiary. This section of the

program is the same for the two QV subroutines. Let

(XE,YE) be the point on the boundery closest to (v,w),

and let (XP,YP) be the unit tangent vector at (X.E,YE).

Under the assumptionson the boundary, if (XE,YE) is

not at a corner, then the vector (XE-V,YE-W)is par-

allel to the vector (YP,-XP). Possibly the direction

..
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is opposite, if (v,w) is not in G.

product of the two vectors, we can

(v,w) c Gfor this case. If(v,w)

mate

By taking the dot

determine whether

E G, we approxi-

U(v,w) =u(xE, YE)-[(xE-v)2+(YE -w)q$ * (xE,YE) .

(37)

If (v,w) e G, and (xE,YE) is at a corner, then

the corner Is reentrant, In this case, we assume

thst any singularitiesat the corner have been sub-

tracted out. Using this assumption,we can compute

the derivative of the solution in any direction by

using the two values of &@ at the corner. To

compute the approximatesolution, we simply use Eq.

(57) wi~n the derivative term replaced by the deriv-

ative in the direction (XE-V,YE-W),

For programs (i) and (ii), the routine BDRZ reads

the boundary data cards, puts the data in a usable

form, and generates boundary points upon request.

For programs (iii) and (iv), BDRZ generatesonly

boundary points. The BDRZ routines for programs (i)

and (ii) are almost identical,as is also true for

programs (iii) and (iv). We will discuss only the

BDRZ routine associatedwith programs (i) and (ii)

because the other BDRZ routine is simply a subset

of the one to be discussed. The routine BERZ has

two entry points. Entry point EDRZ reeds one bound-

ary data card and puts the informationin a usable

form. Whenever a -0 is encountered in a data field,

the routine assumes that the field is blank. When

the routine reads a blank card, it sends a message

to stop reading cards. When using simplifiedbound-

ary data, the entry point BDRZ in some sense replaces

the subroutineE?LIRY.BDRZ gives exactly the same

informationfor boundary sections with simplified

boundaries as BDRY does for generalizedboundary

data.

The informationneeded to construct the simpli-

fied boundary sections is stored in seven-wordblocks,

that is, seven words are used for each boundary sec-

tion. Generating a line segment or a complete circle

is a straightforwardtask using a boundary data card.

However, a circular arc is mxe difficult, and will

be explained. Suppose we have read in the points

(X1,Y1), (X2,Y2), and (X3,Y3). First solve for the

center point, called (AL,EE) here, of the circular

arc. Because the three points all lie on the circle,

we have

(AL-X1)2+ (BE-Y1)2=R2,

(AL-X2)2+ (EE-Y2)2=R2 ,

and

(AL-X3)2+ (BE-Y3)2= R2 ,

where R is the radius of the circle. Subtracting

the firat equation from both of the other two, we

get the system of linear equationa

2AL(X1-X2)+2BE(Y1-Y2) = X12+Y12-X22-Y22 ,

2AL(X1-X3)+21E(Y1-Y3)= X12+Y12-X32-Y32 .

These can easily be solved for (AL,BE). Substituting

AL and BE back in the first equation, for instance,

we can compute R. The parametric form for the cir-

cular arc is

X(T) = R COS(~/17+GAl)

Y(T) = R sin(Dq/RtGAl)

+AL ,

+m.

The variable GA1 must

xl= R cos (GA1)

and

Yl= R sin (GA1)

satisfy

+AL,

+RE,

which is equivalent to

GA1= TAN-l[(Yl-RE)/(Xl-AL)] .

The variable D is the orientationand Is either +1

or -1. The computationof D is involved. Define

the complex numbers 22 and 23 by

and

Thus, arg(Z2) is the angle on the circle from (X1,Y1)

to (X2,Y2), and arg(Z3) is the angle from (X2,Y2)

to (X3,Y3). We assume here that -n < arg(.) < n.

It follows then that D has the sank?sign as the

argument that has the smaller absolute value. Equiv-
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alently,D has the same sign as the imaginarypart of

the complex number whose argument has the smeller ab-

solute value. The length of the circular arc is easy

to compute.

For programs (i) and (iii), the subroutines

GRADFN and QG perform approximatelythe same finctions

when one computes the gradient as the subroutinesFN

and QV do when one computes the potential..FN end QV,

however, will handle more difficult situations. The

gradient routine breaks down very near the boundary.

Also, it will not handle the round-off difficulties

described in case (c) of Sec. VIII. However, these

problems do not occur often.

The subroutineQG approximatesintegralsof the

form

‘k+l

J
(t-tk)~

k

t
k+l

[
(t-tk)J

k

‘k+l

[
(t-tk)j

k

and

t
k+l

[
(t-tk)j

k

2
& ln[r(t,x,y)]dt for j = 0,1,2 ,

& ln[r(t,x,y)]dt for J = 0,1,2 ,

(x)

~
ayav

ln[r(t,x,y)]dt for j = 0,1,2 ,

~ln[r(t,x,y)]dt forj= 0,1,2 .

The three integrals correspondingto the first line

in Eq. (%) are stored inQ(l), Q(2), and Q(3). The

next three are stored in Q(4), Q(5), and Q(6), and

so forth, down to Q(12). In QG, one approximatesthe

integrals above by explicitly evaluating integrals

of the form

h tJdt
QJ=J@) forJ=0,1,2,3,k ,

end (39)

h tJdt
QEU=S~ for J =0,1,2,3,4 .

0 P (t)

Here p(t) Is a polynomial of degree two used to

amroximte r2(t,x,y). Explicit formulas for the

integralsQ2T forJ = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 are given on pp.

65-660f Ref. 15. The integralsQJ forJ = O, 1, 2,

3, 4 can be found in SJ.mxt any integral table. The

integrals in Eq. (39) are combined to give a rational
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fraction approximationto the integrals inEq. (38).

The approximationis similar to case (c) of Sec. VIII.

The subroutineGRADFN completely treats what

correspondsto case (a) of Sec. VIII. Assuming that

the computation is being done on the interval (tk,

‘k+2)’ the decision to
treat the integrals as in case

(a) or case (c) ofSec. VIII is determined by whether

or not

‘tk+tk+l),t
r(t,x,y) 2 3h (k) for t = tk~

J 2 k+l’

‘tk+l+tk+2),t
2 k+2 “

The subroutineREGNSEL hea two entry points.

Entry point SELINIT reads all of the boundary data

cards and puts the data in a usable form. This part

of the pro~am is similar to entry point EDRX of BDRZ.

To a large extent, the programmingis the same.

SELINIT hea a fewmore wrinkles because it must handle

common tiunderies. For this entry point, there is

only one differencebetween programs (iii) and (iv).

Program (iii) has a provision for raading current

data cards. Entry point REGNSEL sets up all of the

boundary data for a requested subregion. This entry

point for program (iv) differs from that for program

(iii) in that program (iv) does not allow negative

values of y.

SubroutineROWSTOR is simply a program to store

the rows of the ~trix A given the integrals in Eqs.

(21) or (26). The integrals are transmittedthrough

comswn storage in the indexed variables CN end CD.

The routine also computes a row of the vector E of

Eq. (20) and stores it in the indexed.veriableF1’.

SubroutineECW has two entry points. Entry

point ECW writes one word into a specified location

of the matrix A. Entry point ECA1 adds one word to

a specified element of the matrix A. The real ihc-

tion ER reads one specifiedword from the matrix A

and atores it in ER.

ECRD is a routine to utilize storage which can

be core storage, extended core storage, disk, drum,

or what have you. The program presently uses core

storage or extended core storage, but it can easily

be modified to use whatever storage is available.

The storage is mostly for the matrix A. There are

two entry points to the subroutine. Entry point

FXXIDreads a specified number of words starting at
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a given location. Entry point ECWR writes a specif-

ied number of words starting at a given location.

ELLINT is a subprogramto evaluate the two

elliptic functionsE(M) end K(M). IfM < 0.81, a

quadratic interpolationfrom tabular values is used.

The table has 416 points for each of the two func-

tions. It has special values outside both of the

end points so that no special technique need be used

at the ends. If M > 0.81, then the routine uses

formulas 17.3.Y end 17.3.% ofRef. 9 to approxi-

mate the functions. There are two versions of this

subprogram,one in machine language and the other in

mTRAN . The machine language version is faster end

should be used whenever possible because the timing

of this routine is critical.

ELLINT2 is a subprogramto evaluate the func-

tions Kl, Q2, El, andQ4 of Eq. (29). Depenting on

the parameters in the celling sequence,the routine

evaluatesK1 and El or Q2 and Q4. This routine is

written in FORTRAN.

Finallyj let us consider how some of the vari-

ables in common storage can be used for output cal-

culations. Assume that program (iii) is being used,

and that all the labeled cosmmn storage is available.

Suppose SJ is a boundary section in the subregion

J1. The following statementscould be used to give

a Simpson’s rule approximationto
Li
, auavds.
J

CALL REGNSEL(J1)

I1=J - ICH(J1)

Ll= KV(I1) + 2

L2= KV(I1+ 1)

QUAD= D(L1-1)

DolM. Ll,L2,2

1 QUAD = QUAD + 4.*D(M) + 2.*D(M+l)

QuAD=HD(Il)*(QuAD-D(L2))/3.

The first statement ensures that the right subproblem

is stored in ZLAP. The second gives the number of

the section SJ in the subregionJ1. The other state-

ments follow immediatelyfrom the definitionsof the

variables. Simpson’s rule is about the highest order

integrationscheme that makes sense, consideringthe

way the boundary values are computed.
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